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Good news for dorm residents?

PUB expansion project shelved
By Cal FitzSimmons
Editor
Plans for expansion of the
Pence Union Building have been
indefinitely delayed due 10 an arc hitectural error m estimating the
cost of the project.
The low bid received for the
work was almost $750,000 less
than the architects had estimated.
Bob Graham, director of
facilities for Eastern, says the
firm which drew up the plans for
the expansion can be held acco untable by law to redesign the plans
to fit the project budget a t no additional cost 10 the Universi ty.
Eastern ha s a lread y paid the
firm of Broo ks Hensley C reager
Architects over $225,000 for their
part in the design of the expan· io n project. The firm estimated
th e tot a l cos t of rhe project at $2.6
million but when the bids were
o pened th e low bid was a lmost
$ 3.4 mill ion. The biggest cost
overrun came in the construc tion
of the new theater, where the archit ec t ' es timat e wa 46 percent
lower than the low bid . The
book to re wa abo ut 4 perc.e nt
hig her in the bid · th a n the arc hitect ha d e timated .
S me good new fo r dorm
. tudent) ma y have e merged from
t Ile prob lems with the bids ,
ho wever. Ru . Hartma n, pre idcn 1 of Hu c;iness and Finan e a t
b:t !. ter ·, say the a dmini trati o n
'" ill p ro po ·c that dorm ito ry fee ·
be reduced . Und er H ar tman '
proposal, dorm fees , whi h e re
1 ai ed in 1980 Lo help co ,·er the
·o t or the expan: ion proj e · 1,
\ c uld be lo erd from $798 per
quarter to $73 6 per quarter .
T he c:x pansio n of Pence Un ion
Buildin g ha been under considerati on for a Im o t IO year .

Last year there were some fears
by student leaders that the administration was trying to use
funds designated for the project
to buy the Higher Education
Center in downtown Spokane.
But the issue was more or less
resolved and construction on the
project was supposed to have
begun by this October. The plans
called for construction of a new
theater and new bookstore among
other renovations.
The Board of Trustees is
scheduled to discuss the issue at
its regular board meeting a t I
p.m. today.
The Associated Students of
Eastern Washington University
discussed the issue at their first
council
meeting
Tuesday.
ASEWU President Gina Hames
echoed many of the council
members in calling for further
consideration of the dorm fee
reduction while expressing to the
Board of Trustees the st udent
government's desire to see the
project redesigned rather than
scrapped .
"It's a hell of a lo t harder to
turn the faucet o n than it is to
turn it off. I just can' t see shutting this project off, ·aid councilmember Peter Perkin .
Counci lmembcr Dean H a ller
questi oned th e urgency of th e
pla n lo p..o a head with the expanio n .
"It' more ex pen. i e 10 go 10
hoot now t ha n it wa. 1en years
ago when th i proj ct sta rted. I
per anally ha ve put e eral hundred doll ars toward o me thing I
wi ll never see,'' H a ller said .
... conti nued on page 16

The Campus Kick-Off Crew was on hand to aid new dorm students. Amy Norlon demons lrates her
enthusiasm by helping with the worst fall chore--moving. (Staff photo by Doreen Bienz) .

GI bill change

Free health care ends
By Robert M. Siler
Associate Editor
Eastern ended 15 years of free
student health care -- and 24-hour
emergency care in C heney -- when
it allowed its contract with
Cheney Medical Associates to expire last Monday.
The former student health
building has now become the
C he ney M edical Center, a
privateiy owned and operated
clinic. Because of financial limitations, the Center closes at 9 p.m.
each night. That has C heney
medical personnel working to
close a possible extra 15 to 20
minute gap between the time a
medical emergency occurs and the
pat.ient's condition is stabilized.
In years past, most student with
serious medical emergencies were
brought to the student health
center for initial treatment, then
transferred to a Spokane hospital,
said Kathy Lamphere, nursing
s upervisor avtbe Cheney Medical

Center.
Under its new setup, however,
the urgent care clinic in the center'
is only open betwen 8 a.m. and 9
p.m. weekdays, and betwen 9
a.m. and 9 p.m. on weekends. Patients with medical emergencies
after 9 p.m. will normally be
transported directly to a Spokane
hospital, Lamphere said.

A potential problem exists
because al this time neither the
C heney ambulance service nor the
city fir e department have trained
emergency medical crews or
paramedics, Lamphere said. A
patient's initial treatment could
be delayed for the 15 or 20
minutes needed to reach a
Spokane hospital, she said.
"The doctors (associated with
the Center) are very anxious that
a better service be available," said
J ean Geary, manager of the
Center. Geary said that talks are
continuing between the doctors
a nd Cheney ambulance to
upgrade its emergency capability.
When Eastern signed a 15-year
contract with the Cheney Medical
Associates in 1964, it seemed to
be a good idea at the time, said
Fred Johns, former vice president
of business and finance.
Johns, who helped negotiate
the contract, said that Cheney's
three doctors had approached the
university three years before.

Their proposal was straightforward . If Eastern signed a longterm health care deal, the doctors
would be able to borrow the

money to build a modern facility
to serve both Eastern and Cheney.

Eastern had an infirmary on
campus at the time, Johns said,
but it was inadequate. It was a 24bed World War n surplus

building, staffed by five nurses,
Johns said. But seriously ill
students had to go into town to
the doctor's office .
"The building was a safety
hazard," Johns said.
At the time the contract was
signed, Johns said, fewer students
were covered by insurance plans,
medical expenses were rising at a
modest rate, and the contract
costs to the state were fairly low,
about $70,000 the first year.
But through the l 970's inflation pushed medical costs forward at a rapid rate. By last year
the contract cost had risen to
about $340,000 a year.
More students began to receive
health insurance from parent or
group health plans. A survey conducted by the Center for
Psychological Services last spring
quarter indicated that 70 percent
of Eastern's students were
covered by some form of in-

surance.
And in 1981, the state cut off
funding for the health center,
leaving it up to Eastern to fulfill

the last two years of the contract.
"It was a third of a million
dollar problem," President
Frederickson said last week.

... continued on page 16

By Cal FilzSimmons
Editor
A rule change requiring
veterans attending school on the
GI Bill to be certified each term
rather than once a year is still in
the "comment" stage, according
to a spokesperson from Congressman Tom Foley's Spokane
office .
Jeanne Zappone, of Foley's office, said even if the Veterans Administration does enact the proposal the changes would not take
effect unt il the fall quarter of
1984. ·
The VA is considering the
change as a means for cutting
down on overpayments under the
G-I Educational Bill. With the
proposed changes veterans coulcJ

Inside

still up in air
face a minimum 60-day wait a1
the beginning of each term befo re
receiving their checks. The proposal also stipulates that advanced pay would be availab le only
fall quarters.
The prormal has arawn r'ire
from veterans, poli ticians a nd
t·ven from within the VA itself.
Yeterans' Benefit s counsel or
Ralph Osman said that his office
in Seattle is treating the maller
"as a proposal we hope will never
happen."
Several congressmen have writ ten to protest the propose('
change. Zappone says that so
many veterans and other concern ed citizens have wri tten the VA in
protest that the letters fill an entire room. But it.'s still a wait-a ndsee situation for veterans with the
final decision to come from the
VA.
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State of the University

President tells goals tJr decade of excelle~ce
By Robert M. ~lier
Associate Ed~tor

In its quest for a "decade of excellence," Eastern Washington
University has some goals to meet
by 1985, says fresident H.
George Frederickson.
Action on issues "at the edge"
of th~ University's core mission is
now necessary to move EWU for~ard, the president said last Friday in his state of the university
address .
Enrollment pr~ssure, n~w
technology, a nat~onal call for
better teachers, a review of health
science offerings and a need to
further refine Eastern's academic
standards all offer 1challenges for
the school, Frederi9kson said.
By 1990 EWU's enrollment will
climb to 10,000, the president
said, quoting an !!Slimate from
the Council fro Postsecondary
Education.

I

To meet this expected growth
of 500 students a year, it will be
necessary to increase the number
~te f~~~::~o;5 u:fl; ~a;~;~~l:~;
division and g aduate and
undergraduate instruction, and
identify less critical areas that can
have their resourceJ reduced.

For All Your

Frederickson also pledged to
overhaul the st udent-serving
1
functions of at least the
Registrar's office, financial aid,
student advising, admissions,
. placement, and housing. ''There
is indeed a Showalter shuffle~"
the president said, "and I am
determined to stop jt."

in rigid and traditional ways," the
president said. When students are
bounced around from office to
office, Frederickson said, they
can get the feeling they are in a
giant pinball game.
"I've tried for four years to get
them to change on their own" the
president said, "and they haven't
done it. So now I'm going to do
it."
Frederickson will be appointing
a task force within a month to
begin discussing the ways to
eliminate the "shuffle", he said.
In his state of the university address the president also said that
Eastern must keep pace with the
rapid growth in technology.
" ... We are now in the information revolution," Frederickson
said. ''We must find the means by
which we can properly equip
ourselves to carry out our
teaching research and public service responsibilities in this new
context. "
Construction of the new computer center is critical to Eastern's
need, the president said. And, he
said, the university could not wait
for the state to fund Eastern's
equipment need, but should begin
looking for the resources to build
up its computer base.

Later, in the interview .w ith
Easterner editors, Frederickson,
described a need for computer
iiteracy. "We should have enough
competence on campus to help
people use basic computer services,'' he said. The president also
Later, in an interview with said that in the future, Eastern
Easterner editors, Frederickson needs to expand to the point that
explained the problem in more every classroom or faculty office
needing a computer terminal will
detail.
have one.
Eastern must also continue to
exercise leadership in teacher
1

Favorite Beverages!

It's
Bill's taV€Rn
FEATURING:
• FLAVOR-CRISP CHICKEN
• PIZZAS
• SANDWICHES
Kegs & Gallons To Go!

1

~===========================~
Served from

10:30 a.m.-2: 16 p.m.

Thurs., Sept. 22 Scotch Broth, Haw. Farmer Sand, American Goulash,
Tabooley Salad, Carrot Coin, Salad Bar, Wht &
Ban.Brd, Cocoa Kripsy l?ari:
Clam Chwdr, Crn Dogs/Bk Gns, Turkey Fr Rice, Tuna
Taco Sid, Cut Gr Beans, Salad Bar, Wt & Crk Wh _Brd,
Vanilla Pud., Sugar Cookies
BRUNCH
Sal., Sept. 24
BRUNCH
Sun., Sept. 25
Mon., Sept. 26 Tomato Soup, Pizza Melt, Beef Stew/Bis., Asst Meat
Sid, Corn, Salad Bar, Wt & Raisin Brd, Choe. Pudding,
Oatmeal Cookies
Tues., Sept. 27 Vegetable Soup, Nacho Sub, Suikiyaki/Rice, Chef
Salad, Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd, Cho. Chp
Cookies
Wed., Sept. 28 Cr Mshrm Soup, Homemade Chili, Or Chse Sand, Fruit
Sid Plate, Fr St Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & Cornbread, Snickerdoodles

Fri., Sept. 23

10 Panch Brealdut/Laach Tlclapta•••120
10 Pmu:h Dbmer Tic:bta...137
Dinner Boan: 4:15-8:30

Frederickson suggested that the
university dedicate the 1983-84
~cade~ic year to assessing how
Eastern is organized to train
teachers, examining the nature or
the curricula that teachers are
trained in, further tightening certification requirements, and
deciding what should be done in
continuing education for those
already teaching.
"While we have many responsibilities at Eastern, none is more
critical to the people of this region
than our responsibilities to provide the finest quality teachers we
can,' ' Frederickson said. "Th3:t
will be done."
Other goals detailed by the
President include:
- Final development of new
school composed of physics, industrial technology, and math
and computer sciencs.
. Approval of several new
degrees in computer fields . A
decision on these is expected from
the Council for Postsecondary
Education in November.
- An examination of possible
mid-course
corrections
in
Eastern's two-year-old general
undergraduate requirements.
- Finding ways to further oppor.tunities for faculty research
and publication.
- Looking for ways to improve
faculty morale.
Now that the University has a
"restoration" budget, and two
difficult
faculty-administration
problems out of the way, the
school should begin moving
ahead, Frederickson said.
More money from the state has
allowed the hiring of 50 new
faculty and staff, the president
said, and also allowed the University to add $100,000 to the
library's book and journal purchasing budget.
The merit pay issue was settled
last spring after three years of
debate and discussion, and a new
grievance procedure hammered
out between the administration
and faculty was approved in
June.

WELCOME BACK
EWU STUDENTS!

LUNCHEON MENU

education, Frederickson said in
his speech. Over the last two years
some progress has been made in
improving requirements for certification, but the president said
much more needed to be done.

Da e's Auto
¼ Mil South On Spangle Road

• Foret n & Domestic Repai1.
• Body & Glass Repair
• New Us~d Parts

24 Hour Tew.i ng
235·61 3, Cheney - 838-3677, Spokane
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W'illoW Springs funding issue not over
Robert M. Siler
Associate Editor
Hoping to convince student
leaders that Willow Springs,
EWU's literary magazine, does
benefit the student body, editor
Bill O'Daly says he,.will appeal a
spring quarter budget committee
decision cutting off student funding of the magazine after this
fall's issue.
O'Daly, an assistant professor
of English, said he will make his
appeal to the student council
within a few weeks. He is circulating a petition to gain student
signatures to present to the council, he said.
A petition passed around during the last month of spring
quarter 1983 was signed by over
200 students, O'Daly said.
During spring quarter budget
hearings, the ASEWU finance
committee decided to fund
Willow Springs for only one more
issue. The committee approved
$1,750 of the magazine's $3,639
budget request.

In a June 2 article in the
Easterner, members of the
finance committee explained the
funding cut.
Part of the decision was based
on the magazine's submission
policy, Steve Zander, finance vice
president said. Students are not
given preference over other
writers, and must compete with
submissions from across the
country.
Bob Njchols, finance committee member, said that because of
the magazine's professional submission standards, he didn't feel
the ASEWU had a responsibility
to support the magazine.
"We can't justify funding for a
magazine that serves anybody
world wide," he said. "It would
be just like funding Spokane
magazine."
Committee member Peter
Perkins said the deciding factor
for him was that the magazine
does not provide any tangible
benefits to ASEWU students as a
whole.

O' Daly says he is hopeful he
can , counter these argu~ent in
his appeal. Although Willow Springs does not give preferential
treatment to students, the quality
of submissions from Eastern has
been such that a member of
Eastern, student or faculty, has
been published in every issue since
the magazine began in 1977,
O'Daly said.
And, Q'Daly said, he seldom
has seen serious writers ask for
preferential treatment.
Though the magazine does have
a national audience, O'Daly said,
it is not "professional" in that
sense. "We are staffed entirely by
students," ·o• Daly said, and our
entire budget is used for printing
and production costs.''
The. magazine's national status
comes not from a vast circulation,
but from the reputation for excellence the bi-annual magazine
has earned, O'Daly said.
University President H. George
Frederickson agreed. "It's not my
place to tell studnts how to use

that some of the points of
their departmentally related
O'Daly's appeal, outlined in a letfunds," he said.
ter to a former Easterner editor,
" _H owever, I can tell you this.
were
not raised in the budget comThat is a v.ery good publication. I
have friends at the University of mittee hearing.
If the council rejects the appeal,
Washington who have told me
however,
Perkins said, O'Daly's
they wished their literary
only
other
recourse would be to
magazine was a good. I am very
sorry to hear that the funding had appeal to the Board of Trustees.
To the best of his knowledge,
been cut", Frederickson said.
Perkins
said, that has never been
O'Daly said he feels this reputation for excellence does provide done.
tangible benefits for the student
body.
Also, students who work on t h e . - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
magazine as assistant editors, or
who use the magazine as a
laboratory to develop their
writing skills are taking part in the
same sort of learning experience
that drama productions, athletic
"The Ascent of Man," written
competitions, and music concerts nd narrated by the late
provide - activities that the philosopher and anthropologist
ASEWU does support financial- Jacob Bronowski, will be
ly, O'Daly said.
presented by The Instructional
Perkins said that the council Media Center in 13 consecutive
will '' keep an open mind'' when weekly episodes, beginning
O'Daly presents his appeal.
September 20 and continuing
And Perkins acknowledged through January.

'Ascent of Man'
showing planned

Placement interviews planned for October
Students can sign up for inter- talk to students interested in their
views in the Career Planning and Graduate Program. SIGN-UP
Placement office at Showalter BEGINS: October 3.
310.
THUNDERBIRD CAMPUS, will
be on campus to speak with
October tnterviews
students interested in their proOct. 10: Representatives from gram. SIGN-UP BEGINS:
WASHINGTON
STATE September 27.
UNIVERSITY - GRADUATE
Oct. S: A representative from
SCHOOL, will be on campus
K-MART APPAREL CORP. will .

to

be on campus to interview all maj os
for
MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE positions with the 13
western states. SIGN-UP
BEGINS: September 28.
Oct. 6: A representative from
EQUITABLt; OF IOWA INSURANCE CO., will be on campus to interview all majors for
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
SIG~-UP BEGINS:

September 29.
Oct. 18: A representative from
the BON MARCHE, will be on
campus to interview marketing,
management, liberal arts, or
home ,economics majors for EXECUTIVE TRAINIEE positions.
SIGN-UP BEINGS: October 11.

The program, acclaimed by the
Washington Post as ' ' ... a
marvelously
ambitious,
superlative film series ... full of
wonder, mystery and excitement
of human knowledge/' will be
presented twice a week, 7 p.m.
Tuesdays at Kennedy Library and
at noon on Thursdays at the
downto\Vn InSt ructional Media
Center.
I All showings are free to the
public.

1879 FIRST STREET, CHENEY
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
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Opinion
Health care decision
brinqs back sanity
15 years ago, for some obscure reason, Eastern Washington University committed itself to purchasing health care from the Cheney
Medical Associates for the next decade and a half.
This contract may have seemed like a good idea at the time and probably drew little opposition. What should have been, but probably was
not, taken into account was an inflation factor . The cost for providing
that same benefit to students of this school has grown by almost five
times the original cost for the service.
Last year the University paid $340,000 to provide medical service for
its students. So when people talk of the great tragedy of losing free
medical service, simply remind them that $340,000 hardly falls under
anyon's definition of free. No, it certianly was not free. The only aspect
of the whol idea that could be termed free was the fact that students did
not have to pay for whatever limited service they receive from the
Cheney Medical Center.
Eastern is not a university that can be lumped with other institutions
when the discussion turns into providing medical services to the
students. The fact that over half the students of this school commute
from Spokane underlies this fact quite well. The medical service offered
on this campus last year was only practical to a minority of the
students.
When the 15-year contract drew close to expiring, the University was
faced with several options as to what to do. They could renew the old
contract, which would have been like writing thier own obituary. They
also could have imposed a fee on the students tuition and let them pay
for the service. This move would have been an even greater mistake,
and the students themsevles would have found their pockets being picked for this folly.

By Robert M. Siler
Associate Editor

The University also could have compromised on the whol thing and
split the tab 50-50 with the students. This option is called shared
misery.
Another option, the one the University choose to persue, was to let
the contract expire and make some sort of deal through an insurance
company for low cost "optional" health care insurance for the
students.

The students of this school are fortunate that the people in charge of
such matters were wise enough to choose this route.
Two separate surveys conducted on this campus last year showed
that over 70 percent of the students already have some sort of insurance. T have had students already covered foot the bill for the other
30 percent would have been Ayatolla-style justice.
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Within the next few weeks Willow Springs editor Bill O' Daly will appeal to th ASEWU council to have the magazine's second edition funding renewed.
That funding was cut from the ASE WU budget last spring quarter.
It was a bad decision.
Willow Springs "main problem", it seems, sterus from its submission standards. The magazine accepts manuscripts from accross the
country, and does not give preference to Eastern faculty or students.
By adhering to these standards, Willow Springs has become one of
the best literary magazines in the country. Accordin~ to the President
Frederickson, friends of his at the University of Washington have said
that they wished their literary magazine was as good .
Members of the council say that the magazine's success is great. But,
they add, its tough standard make it a "professional" magazine, and
say that the benefits students receive are different than the benefits
received by other groups funded by the ASEWU.
The argument runs, I imagine, that the recognition a student editor
on Willow Springs gets, due to the magazine's national status, is
basically similar to that which a professional writer or editor for Time
magazine, for example, receives.
If this is indeed the council's basic argument, it is based on some very
misguided information.
Nobody is getting rich in the literary trade these days.
Scholars apply for grants, then research and write books and essays
that a few people read, then start the process over.
They do it to promote scholarship in the liberal arts - the backbone of
any major university.
Those students and faculty fortunate enough to participate in Willow
Springs may win some national fame, but this type of compensation
can hardly compare to writing the great American novel, or the next big
expose on life styles in America.
They are not doing this for themselves, not really. The students who
staff Willow Springs, for the most part, have deeply embedded their
lives in their liberal arts education. They write a.nd work and edit the
magazine to preserve the aspects of liberal arts which are expressed in
the literature today.
If their experience gets them a better shot at a teaching job, so what[
University teachers are among the worst paid workers in this nation.
A Willow Springs staffer is, I suppose, a combination of a fool and a
hero.
A fool to believe that they can preserve the nation's desertion of the
Ii beral arts.
And a hero to attempt it, by seeking to write and edit and publish the
best material they can.
If the ASEWU beleives in quality fine.arts at Eastern, as it said it did
in tis report to the Board of Trustees, then it must restore Willow Springs funding.
If the ASWWU believes that the support of liberal arts is still a relevant way to use student funds, then it must•restore Willow Springs funding.
It's not an issue of student or professional, benefits to individuals or
benefits to the entire student body.
The issue is whether or not the council believes that a system of
education, a system which hu ll)olded our philosqphy of life, still
deserves recognition and support and protection.
There doesn't seem to be any araument on the. council that Willow
Springs is a good maaazine. And council members suggested that the
magazine find a different source of funding, so that the editors
wouldn't have to lower their submission standards to meet ASEWU requirements for student publications.
But that ignores the reality of the nation's concern for liberal arts.
There aren't enough patrons in th Spokane area to consistently support
Willow Springs. Advertising goes against the non-commercial ideals of
a literary magazine. And there are hundreds of publications in the same
condition that Willow Springs finds itself in now.
Money is scarce.
If ASEWU restores Willow Springs funidng, students will see that
their leaders care about all aspects of the university.
If ASEWU upholds the funding out, their signal to their fellow
students-will be obvious.
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William Stimson is an instructor in the journalism program al Eastern. He is the former
editor of Spokane magazine and
UPI and Chronicle reporter. For

our first Op-Ed piece we asked
Stimson to write for us his feelings on the role of a student
newspaper. We wish to thank
Stimson for his comment.

Memo To The
Incoming Editor
by

•

•

I

Here are some wasy of bringing on useful pressure, with some hints
at how readers will be able to mark progress:
1. REPORT WHAT IS IMPORTANT, NOT ONLY WHAT IS
REPORTABLE. Much, perhaps most, of what appears in all
newspapers and on television is reported largely because the informaThe Easterner is starting a new
tion comes in convenient forms - the stock market statistics, anpage this year, to be placed opnouncements, meetings, speeches etc. Before these entirely fill up your
posite the editorial page.
paper, ask yourself, "What do people really want to know?" The purCalled the Op-Ed page, this
pose of life?
space will be reserved for opposThe purpose of the school, and whether it's fulfilled? How many aring viewpoints and guest
ticles in college newspapers deal with intellectual lifes or the quality of
editorials. Its purpose is that of a
education? Few, because it's difficult to do.
forum for ideas important to our
Reader's check: Do those most deeply involved with what is imporreaders and rebuttals to stands
tant at the university bother with what is being said in the paper? Do
taken by The Easterner staff.
sacred cattle start to act a little nervous when a new issue of the
EASTERNER is due out?
2. Ask yourself, "WOULD I BET A DOLLAR THAT ANY GIVEN
FACT IN MY NEWSPAPER IS CORRECT? Make a bet or two and
hope you don't win. As the year goes on, work toward $S bets.
Reader's check: Are they right in the little things - like dates and
marking jump pages? Do all pictures have captions with full names?
Those who can't gather little facts can't gather big ones.
3. MAKE IT YOUR GOAL TO BRING THE CONVERSATION
OF THE CAMPUS INTO THE NEWSPAPER. Get your people out
of the newspaper office and into the departments, laboratories, dorms
and gyms. The talk there is by definition is what is of interest to people
on campus. You can't be boring if you are part of that conversation.
Reader's check: How often do I first learn something interpreting or
important from the newspaper?
4. DON'T TAKE PRIDE IN UPSETTING ADMINISTRATORS.
Anybody can do that. And it often supplies college editors with a cheap
thrill. Take pride, rather, in being constantly surprised at who you have
The paper welcomes submisto make and next as a result of resolutely pursuing items number l and sions to the Op-Ed page. Drafts
3.
must be double- or triple-spaced,
Reader's check: If there is something amiss, do you have confidence neatly typed and of interest to our
that it need only come to the attention of the newspaper editor to be ex- readers.
posed?
The Easterner reserves the right
5. HAVE FUN. It's not good to be somber and not enough to be to edit all copy submitted. It is
dutiful. Top politicians and businessmen, the people reporters work our hope that this addition will
around, generally enjoy their work, or at least religh the trappings. perpetuate a free flow of ideas
Unless you learn to enjoy the chase you are likely to tire too easily. and discussion, which is an imAlso, too much grimness of determination will show up in the publica- portant part of journalism in our
tion's voice.
society.
Reader's check: ls it fun to read?

William Stimson
Cal:
You asked if I would suggest a list of goals and standards by which
you and the readers can measure THE EASTERNER'S progress this
•
year. My ideas follow.
I hope you don't mind if I cast this as a memo to a friend rather than
a what-you-ought-to-do article. The voice of an article, I found,
wanted to speak as an expert, and it sounded pompous, not to mention
fradulent. (Suggested headline: "Bill Stimson Returns To Tell College
Kids How It's Done After Long and Extinguished Career in Journalism"). I know what you're going to say - last year in the classroom I
was quick to rule, ex cathedra, on anything and everything. It is
something I cannot explain, but I have discovered that I only feel omniscience flowing through my body while clutching a lectern. I think it
must be one of those things God grants professors, along with three
month vacations.
My first advise is that you read that article you sent me by James J.
Kil pat ruck very carefully and learn from it. Mr. Kilpatruck is one of
the most distinguished journalists in America, and what you can learn
from his article is that you can become a distiguished journalist in
America without being very smart. If you were to be persuaded by his
argument about the proper relationship between college administrations and college eidtors it would be very bad for the EASTERNER. If
many college editors were persuaded by it, it would be very bad for the
future of American journalizm.
Kilpatrick has done us a favor by choosing to analyze a college administration vs. college editor conflict that is free of perplexing side
issues. He concedes from the start that the controversial stories in the
college paper of Howard University were not libelous, scurrilous,
frivolous or pornographic. The newspaper simply gave "prominent
coverage" to a lawsuit involving the univsersity's official law firm.
"By any objective yardsktick, this ~as a pretty fair story for a student
paper," Kilpatrick admits. "Miss McKnjght (the editor) played it to the
hilt, to the great discomfiture of Howard's president, James Cheek.
Dr. Cheek ordered Miss McKnight. to cut it out. She refusd. ''
So she lost her job as editor. Kilpatrick feels the students who protested her firing as a free press issue were misguided:
"Where did Miss McKnight get the tight and power to publish
whatever sh~ damn well pleases? The answer is, nowhere. The Hilltop
is not her paper; she has invested not a dime in its cost of public~tions.
Like every other student editor, she is here today and gone tomorrow."
Our campus bookstore takes a
It embarrasses me, Cal, that you should get this quality of advice lot of abuse. People get upset with
from one of the most distinguished journalists in America. As you get the high prices and the long lines.
This year there's something new
started in your editorial duties, let's have the record straight.
Taking Kilpatrick's points in order:
happening at the bookstore. No.
I) "The right and the power to publish what she damn well pleases" - They're not lowering any prices.
otherwise known as editorial control - is implicit in the job. Someone In fact, books are going to be
has to decide what is published (and what should not be), and that is the more expl'nsive than ever. What is
editor - all the more so when the administration finds itself embarrass- happening is they are offering
ed.
rebates.
2) She has not invested money in the school paper (has the college
There is one catch, you have to
president?), but she has attached her reputation to it. When people start buy a $2 membership card. And
talking about the lawsuit at Howard and wondering why the school that's not too bad considering one
paper ignores it, it's the editor who will ge the blame. If Mr• Cheek , copy of "Elementary Linear
wants to make the decisions about what is newsworthy, let him be Algebra" would more than
honest and put his name on the masthead as editor.
guarantee your money back.
3) College presidents are "here t~a.y and gone tomorrow" too, only
Rebates are funny things. I
over a longer span of years. What 1s important, then, must be the en- think it was the car manufacturers
during quality of the institution. Maybe Howard University, the who first came up with the idea as
university which will be there when Mr. Cheek is gone, w~uld ~ better a lure to draw prospective buyers
off with a reputation as a place which does not fear free d1scuss1on and into showrooms.
which expects its students to accept responsibilities for their decisions
The skeptics in our society
and which expects its students to accept responsibilities for their deci- might ask why they don't just
sions ·than it would be with a reputation for never .having embarrassed lower the price in the first place
and forget the crazy rebates. But
its lawyers.
Kilpatrick's most interesting argument for the impotance of college there is something almost
editors is his final one: · u an editorial so offends a rich alumnus that mystical about a rebate: The prothe alumnus withdraws a large contribution, it is no skin off the mise of cold hard cash, of knowing that a check is in the mail with
editor's back."
I sho1'ld think rich alumni have plenty of influence already without your name on it.
having to dictate what readers of the school paper are allowed to read.
The idea worked so well for the
But there is a much larger issue here. The American press is owned by a car companies that it wasn't long
handful of family fortunes and definitely-for-profit corporations. It is before others followed suit. Now
completely dependent for support on corporate buyers of advertising. you can get a rebate on anything
Theoretically this is a terrible system, but no one can think of an accep- from an automatic coffee maker
table alternative. The only thina that allows it to work is a well to a frozen pizza.
established journalistic ethic - enforced regularly by resignations on
The idea is probably making a
principle by journalists and sacrificed advertising revenues by strong lot of companies a lot of money. ·
publishers - which maintains there must be some things money cannot They don't mind sending out
control.
rebate checks as long as people
I don't think wondering what the effect will be on alumni contribu- keep buying their products and
tions before you publish an editorial is going to be good training for profits keep growing.
upholding this ethic.
This is not, however, the
So my first piece of advice is to make your own descisions and accept philosophy of the campus
the pressure when it comes.
bookstore. They•re not too conMy second piece of advice is to make sure it comes. The only way to cerned with profits. On the conmake everybody happy is to do nothing (which, come to think about it, trary, our bookstore is designed
irritates readers). But make sure the pressure you absorb accomplishes as a non-profit being. In the 1981something. There is a difference between goading someone to irritate 82 school year they certainly lived
them and aoad!na them to make them move.
up to that name. That year they

FitzSimmons

0

found themselves swamped in
$172,000 worth of red ink. A
pretty fair piece of change, even
for a government agency.
To some it may seem inconceivable that a store charging
$18.95 for a paperback version of
"Basic Photography" could lose
money, but it did happen.
Last year things went better, as
they managed to make up $12,000
of their losses. They didn't make
the money off text books though.
Those fine distributors of wisdom
are the store's biggest losers. They
do mark prices up 20 percent on
these books but they lose money
in the long run. And it isn't just
because a 20 percent mark up is
about half of what priv.ate
bookstores charge. There are
other reasons.
Over-ordering is probably the
biggest problem. An instructor
anticipates enrollment levels for a
particular class and orders the
books accordingly. He or she
doesn't want to run into the problem of too many students and
not enough books, so a few extras
are added on to the total books

ordered.
When the books come in and
the instructor's estimate is 20 or
30 percent higher than the actual
enrollment, the bookstore is left
holding the bag. A bag full of expensive texts. Some publishers
allow for this problem but usually
not more than 20 percent of the
books ordered are allowed to be
returned. Other publishers won't
accept returned books at all. The
loss, of course, is tacked onto the
bookstore's woes.
You can't really put all the
blame on the instructors. All too
frequently the bookstore hasn't
had enough of the texts needed
for a class. Deina short on books

is a strain on both the teacher and
the students.
Another major problem the
bookstore has is with late orders .
Late orders happen when a class
or section is added at the last
minute. Not at all an unusual occurance. The bookstore is expected to get the needed books for
these last classes with all possible
expediency. This often requires
special delivery shipping, which
can be pretty expensive for items
as heavy as text books.
So the bookstore's problem is
communication. Department
heads and instructors depend O!·.
the bookstore and the bookstore
depends on them. In the past,
there was a little guessing game
going on. The bookstore would
anticipate the instructors beefedup estimates and cut their orders .
The instructors meanwhile, would
anticipate the cuts and order even
more extra texts
They seem to have drawn up a
truce. The bookstore has agreed
to stop cutting orders and instructors have promised to be as
accurate as possible.
If the truce holds and the
bookstore has less over-orders, it
should pay off for the students.
Being non-profit, the bookstore is
obligated to pass on their profits
to the consumers. They did this
last year by offering a 5 percent
discount on books. This year's
rebate idea is designed to avoid
the problem of paying interest on
debts the bookstore is bound to
accumulate through the course of
this school year. They can keep
the rebate money until the end of
the year to use for that purpose.
At the prices some of thse
books run, they should be sending
out some pretty healthy checks at
the end of the year.
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ov1es
By Cassie Andrews
Movie Critic
Hello, I am your new
Easterner movie news and reviews
reporter.
I imagine that a short introduction of myself might be a good
thing to start with, since no doubt
there are some people who will
wonder about my qualifications.
I think I'm qualified to write
reviews because of the number of
movies I watch. My average for
the past three or four years has
been well over one a day, counting only the movies I see in
theaters, on television and
videotape, not including "made
for TV" movies, which I rarely
watch anyway. During this time
I've seen most of the movies that
have played in Spokane and at
EWU, and a good number of the
ones that have played late at night
on television's regular and cable
channels.
I like all sorts of movies, new~
old, comedy, drama, animated,
foreign, horror, mystery, gore,
and "just-plain-weird" movies
like Eraserhead, Andy Warhol's
Frankenstein and Andy Warhol's
Dracula.
I can frequently be found at
Mightnight movies, and quite enjoy some of the so-caled "cult
movies'' such as '' Harold and
Maude", "King of Hearts",

' ·\ Polyester", and " Pink Floyd:
The Wall." And, of course, I've
seen • 'The Rocky Horror Picture
Show,, more times than I care to
reveal .
Some of my all-time favorite
movies are "Morgan!", "The
Horse's Mouth", "Harold and
Maude", "Where's Poppa?",
"Gregory's Girl", "The Tall
Blond Man With One Black
Shoe" (in French with subtitles,
not dubbed), "David and Lisa",
and all of the Marx Brothers'
movies.
Some of my favorite movies so
far this year are "The Twilight
Zone", "War Games", Psyco
II", "The Hunger", "Trading
Places", "Gijndhi", "Monty
Python's The Meaning of Life",
"Dr. Detroit", "Strange Brew",
and of course, "Return of the
Jedi."
"The Twilight Zone" movie
was a pleasant surprise for me,
having been too young for the
series when it was around so long
ago, and the movie now has me
watching "Twilight Zone" reruns
whenever they're on.
"War Games" was a good little
family movie that entertained and
had almost no slow moments, but
brought me in and held my interest.
"Psycho II" was an excellent
seq~el, long overdue, but weP

Everything has been said about
how great "Gandhi" is, so all I
can say is that if you haven't seen
it yet, you should.
"Monty Python's the Meaning
of Life" takes you from birth to
death, stopping at all of t_he important areas in between, from
church to sex education. This time
the Python boys don't seem to
care whether or not they offend
anyone, which somehow makes
the movie that much funnier.
"Dr. Detroit" was a funny
movie that ends an awful lot like
an old Zorro movie, and
"Strange Brew" is much better
than Bob and Doug's SCTV
spots, so much that by the end of
the movie you can hardly believe
Dave Thomas and Rick Moranis
really exist as people other than
their Bob and Doug characters.
Some of the worst movies I've
seen this year were "Superman
Ill", because it tried too hard to
be funny with situations that were
only stupid; "Yellowbeard"
(starrir.g Graham Chapman and
Madeline Kahn) had the same
probelm, plus Madeline Kahn's
attempt at a Brittish accent
brought the film down even
108 College Ave., Cheney, WA 99004
lower.
Other movies I've seen this year
Gifts - Candies - Craft Classes
have been bad, but in a funny
Wedding Accessories
way. What I mean by that is that
the acting and plot are both so
bad that if you sit back and laugh
at it instead of trying to watch it
◄-► .,..• ., ◄-•• ◄--► .....► ◄--► ◄--► as a serious movie, you'll enjoy it
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a lot more. Some examples of locate another prisoner who has
these movies are "Mausoleum" escaped. It is a very good movie
and "Nightmares".
and is well worth the dollar or two
The movie on campus this it will cost you to see it (depenweekend (Friday, Saturday and ding on whether or not you're a
Sunday in Showalter Auditorium student).
at 7 p.m. is "48 Hrs." starring
Until we meet again, take care
Nick Nolte and Eddie Murphy in of yourself, have a good time, see
his first feature film. This is a a movie or two, and look for me
comedy-drama
about a convict in the front row .
"Trading Places" was a good
comedy that gave Eddie Murphy (Murphy) who has 48 hours· out
of_prison
(Nolte)
another
chance
to display his ,..
great acting
abilities.
_ _ _to_help
_ _a_cop
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

directed and acted. "The
Hunger" was a sort of "new
wave" movie about a new sort of
vampire, quite well made with excellent makeup, but unfortunately
did not do too well except among
certain small groups.

a

Gifts

235-2440

elt4~

GRAND OPENING
NEW LOCATION
1319 First Cheney

Friday, Sept. 23 · 9 AM · 5 PM

•

·US1C
By Stu McDowell
Copy Editor
Loverboy, though I admire their exuberance, is one o~ the most trite,
commercial and musically uninspired bands to ever attam fame .
A review 'or their latest album, "Keep it Up," would be ridiculous.
Even die-hard fans will admit that all their songs sound the same. They
just have thi~ certain "sound,'_' pr?~ided chi~fly by Paul Dean's
homemade guitar, that's so infecho us it s hard to ignore.
The worst part is that I, supposedly a thinking man's music fan, have
found myself rocking out to these guys .. n private, of course.
So I've been having a hard time rationalizing my hatred for Loverboy, because for me the ultimate rock ~nd roll test is a .ques~ion: Does
this music make me want to get up and Jump on the furniture.
I haven't broke the legs on my couch over these guys, but, especially
when they were new on the scene, I have played a little air guitar along
with them . So what's the problem? After all, rock and roll is just a
form of entertainment and if you can get a few moments of enjoyment
from it, then its doing its job.
The problem is that the moments of enjoyment, as far as Loverboy 's
concerned, are becoming fewer and fewer. I can stand about half a
song now. An entire album would probably make me break the furniture, not jump on it. Maybe they're getting so good now tha~ one can
onlyl isten to a little a time.
I doubt it. You and I know their lyrics aren't going to worry Bruce
Springsteen. In fact I find it amazing how many cliches these hosers can
squeeze into one song, yet alone fill three albums. What talent!
What talent indeed. I'm still looking for it. Guitarist Paul Dean, at
age 37, should be able to play pretty well a fter all those years of practice. But any competent guitarist will tell you his licks couldn't melt a
popsicle on a summer day.
.
He's just lucky he found Mike Reno. I have to admit the guy can
sing, when he's not yelling "hey" or "wo-ooh-wo." But I break into
hysterics every time I see his cheesehead face and enormous eyeteeth.
You would think with the money he's making he could get those
canines pulled.
My little sister has often mentioned ~eno's affinity--an~ hers--for
red leather pants. Did you know that red 1s by far the favonte color of
females under age 20? I wonder if Reno knows that, or if some CBS
marketing executive turned him on to the fact. Who cares? If red
sells albums, then what the heck ?
It's this type of attitude that's going to be Loverboy's downfall.
Their refusal to deviate from what has been commercially successful is
not only an insult to their fans, but to the music industry for rewarding
lack of progress.
.
It comes down to this: A good sound, such as the sweet timbre of a
violin can be enjoyable listening. But if the violin only plays one note,
the be~utiful music eventually turns into a type of Chinese torture.
:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;:::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::~:~:::::::::::::::~:~:::::::::~:::::•:=:7:::::::::•:-:•:.:::=:::;:

FREE

For Just Stoppin·g In
While Supply Lasts
FREE Chet's Flowers· T-Shirts
FREE Carnatiolil

DRAWING
&
Eritry

Stop In Complete
Blank
Six 5 Foot Foliage Plants
Three Stuffed Animals

SALE

Roses ... .$12.95 doz.

~:t1-·sv CHET'S FLOWERS
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"Si~~a::o;;a::f
Are You Striving Fo Follow Jesus?
Meet With People Trying To Do
The Same - Dedicated To Jesus
& His Way Of. Life, Not Man 's

7062nd St.

Sept. 23 ~ Stop In For Cake, Cookies, Pop, Coffee
1319 First, Che,ney

Sunday 9:30 AM
Thursday 6:30 PM
Monday 4 PM· Room 3A PUB

235-4916

In Spokane 487-7081
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Interest-paying checking, plus e x t r a ~ . ~ and entertainment action!
The Benj. Franklin felt that active
Northwestemers should have a more
versatile checking account. So we
took action. And created ActionPdck!M
The most innovative package of
action-oriented checking plus other
services that you'll ever get your hands
on. A personal financial account to
complement the lifestyles of those on
the go. All for only $5 a month!

Hera wha& laduded In the action:
• Interest-paying checking, with no
minimtPTI balance required, no
monthly service charge. And we'll
give you a special membership/identification card and free personalized
checks in our exclusive design. You
also may apply for overdraft: protection.
• Credit Card Registration, for immediate aid in the event of theft or loss.
• Discounts on lodging, entertainment and recreation at leading destinations throughout the Northwest
region ... in the rest of the nation .. .
and abroad! And, when you get
there, discounts on car rentals, too!
• Prestig~ Emergency Cash. If
you 're in a tight financial spot while

traveling, you can get up to $200
during banking hours, at participating institutions across the U.S. !
• Access to Ben's Bankers, our automatic tellers in Oregon, Washington and Idaho. And soon, you '11 also
be able to use a national network of
automatic tellers.
• Quote-A-Phone. Discount buying
service for substantial savings
on name brand merchandise by
simply ordering via a toll free phone
number.
• Accidental Death Insurance
through membership in Financial
Services Assn. Up to $100,000
common carrier coverage; up to,
$l0,000 for other covered accidents.
Underwritten by Fireman's Fund
American Llfe Insurance Company.
• American Express Trav~ler's
Checks at no fee.
• Financial Organizer. A handy filing
system to help you organize your
fmancial receipts and records.
New ActionPdck. It gives you ease,
freedom and security, at home or
away. So don't wait. Put a little more
fmancial action in your life with

ActionPack. Only at your old friend,
The Benj. Franklin.
Bank with an old friend.

The
Ben•.
Frahldm~
~
fNirl

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSN.
Equal housing l~nder. Investing in the Northwest
since 1890. $3 billion strong . 82 offices in Oregon.
Washington. Idaho and Utah.
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Herbert W. Roll

United
Minist·ries

Prof's death a loss to many

Eastern's Women's Center is
offering three one - credit
workshops especially for older
students returning this fall after
Dr. Herbert W. Roll, Associate Professor and Chairman of the
an extended abscence.
Department of Sociology, and at various times instructor in the Social
The first workshop, "Coping
Work and Criminal Justice programs at Eastern Washington Universiwith Reentry," begins Sept. 27
ty, passed away July 18, 1983.
and runs on Tuesdays and
"We are deeply saddened by the loss of this dedicated and productive
rrhursdays at t :00 p.m. This
scholar, and we extend sympathy to his family, and to his colleagues in
~orkshop deals with balancing
socioiogy, and to all others who knew him well,,, Dr. H. George
academic studies and outside
Frederickson said of Roll.
pressures. Joan Hays and Pat
Dr. Roll devoted much of his time and expertise to the Spokane
Hoogendyke, both former reentry
County Corrections Board, Futures Spokane, and the Planning Comstudents, head this workshop.
mittee of the-Washington Council on Crime and Delinquency. Dr. Roll
Paulette Scott of the EWU
was also involved in professional associations, scholary research, and
English
department heads "Reenpublications.
try Learning Skills" beginning
Born Sept. 13, f 983 Roll was a graduate of Eastern Washington
Oct. t 8. This workshop will give
University.
istudy hints and help students
"He had strong commitments to the excellence of this university and
contributed much to its development. We indeed are saddened by his orush up on skills needed for
loss and that sadness is not confined to just his colleagues but to the en- academic success.
In the "Mind Over Math"
tire student body as well," said Dr. Robert Throckmorton, one of
series,
beginning Nov. 8 Norma
Rolls ' associates in the sociology department.
Smith will offer hints on how to
conquer Math An.xiety", a fear
...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.that often accompanies reentry.

in Higher
Education
Greetings!
... and a warm welcome to Cheney and Eastern Washington
University. You are beginning a new adventure in higher education, and it is a pleasure for me to welcome you on behalf of
United Ministries and our supporting churches here in town.
United Ministries is the campus ministry expression of a
number of denominations: The American Baptist Convention,
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), Episcopal Church,
Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., United Church of Christ, United
Methodist Church. These denominations and local churches provide support of staff, program and building in a cooperative effort
to meet the needs of the university community. Our charge in doing this ministry is expressed in our preamble and purpose:
"We affirm that Jesus Christ is Lord and that through Him
the church is One. We commit ourselves to become an expression of that unity .. .ln the name of Jesus Christ we
hereby create an agency to act on behalf of the Church as
an enabler of Christian ministry in higher education (We)
join with (EWU) to further the liberating process of education for the individual and the community: to enrich the
educational effort .. by providing opportunities to discover
and implement a Christian mode of faith and life; to serve as
a catalyst for contemporary ideas and groups in the community; to offer pastoral care to students, faculty, and staff;
to link students with their local churches and the Church-atlarge; to serve as agents of communication and reconciliation amid the conflicting concerns arising among human
beings; to promote ecumenical understanding and
cooperation; to further the mission of the Church with with
and to higher education."
Approximately every other issue of the E:asterner this fall we
will be publishing a Pastoral Epistle which we hope will stimulate
some reflection and response from our readers. To that end I
would like to begin by offering the following observations for
your consideration.
One of the first things you will discover is that the university is a
large, busy and diverse peace and it's easy for the individual person to get lost in the crowd. It is not unusual to feel lonely, experience depression, become isolated and be subjected to
greater stress in the more competitive academic environment.
Socially, competition is also keen, and pressures for sexual and
drug experimentation are very heavy. Too often, people are
pressured to do what they are not ready to do, and the consequences can have for reading and disasterous effects.
You will also encounter a number of religious groups; many will
be identifiable by your hometown denominational names and are
accountable to those churches. Some will open as to who they
are, others will not. It is important for you tomake distinctions and
become sensitive to your own needs and the needs and purposes
of the different campus ministries.
Important for you in all these areas of personal stress and
decision-making is establishing relationships with people you
can trust.
The United Ministry and our supporting churches provide
many opportunities for pastoral care, spiritual growth, fellowship
and service. Each is a sensitive, caring, creative community
which stands ready to support your growth as a whole person and
is desirous that your collegiate experience be a fruitful and
positive experience.
The following information will help orient you to our campus
ministry resources in Cheney. I hope you will take the opportunity to introduce yourself to us!

Employmeat info told
All students involved with student employment should take
note of these changes in procedure for that office.
A new job posting procedure
was put into effect September 9.
Allowing all students an equal opportunity to compete for open
positions, the new procedure consists of twice-a-day postings of incoming jobs, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
in Showalter 310.

Employed students will begin
receiving their pay earlier than
that to which they may be accustomed. Payday will be moved
up to the 10th of eac month or the
second Friday, which ever happens to precede the other in a
given month. Oct. IO will be the
first student payday for wages
earned in September.
To those involved in employment paperwork: The Student
Employment office must receive
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next week's issue: HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY RELIGION

St. Paal'a Epiac:opal Church
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235-6150
Caryl Mania
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Installation
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5245tll
235-4148
Pulor John Myen

'Reentry'
classes
offered

Sllllday, 9/ZS: II A.M. Wonlaip ill local cbllldla, 12:11 ltade■t Lucb at Metlaocliat
Cbvcla, 7:30 P.M. Fellcnnlup at IUloue.
Mo. . .y, 1/21: Fila "Goda of Melal" uul cUaeualoa, 12 NOON, 7 P.M. Ke■ucly
LUnvy AlldJtori--.
Taeaday, 1/ZI: PniM God FellowalaJp, Cbuey Cbriatiu, SH Stla, I P.M.
TbandaJ, 1/!t: ■Ude lbUlJ w/Tlle a.•. CuJ1 Mania, 7 P.M. Jt.......
K-Gnlapa ue atudent suppon and faith development groupa which meet one hour
each week TBA. Call if you are interested and leave you riame and phone.
Me■'■ Oroap - primarily for older atudenta, focua on queations and concerns of being
on adult male in today'• world. Call to expreu interest and arrange time.

H BO-Movies.
•
I
Movies, Movies.
USA-Great
sports and
Entertainment
ESPN _ sports
tor every tan

I

all new employment paperwork
Work Study ' and Non-Work'
Study alike, by 5 p.m. Monday,
September 26, to receive payment
on the Oct. 10 payroll. Paperwork is submitted after that date
will be processed for the Nov. IO
payroll, with September and October hours being combined .
With emphasis in the area of "no
exceptions," incomplete paperwork will be returned to the
employing department.

Japan offers
scholarships
American citizens wishing to
study at a Japanese university as
research students can apply for
scholarships from the Japanese
government, the Japanese consulate in Seattle announced.
The scholarship program offers
a two-year program, beginning in
April 1984, or a year-and-a-half
program beginning in October
1984. These scholarships can be
extended if a student's work is excellent.
Scholarship rec1p1ents will
spend their first six months in
Japan studying the language, then
transfer to a university of the
government's choice as research
students.
Applications must be sent in by
October 3. For application forms
or further information write the
Consulate-General of Japan,
3110 Rainier Tower, 1301 Sth
Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98101, or
· call 206--682-9107.

OWL

a campus ministry of ...
AMERICAN BAPTIST CONVENTION
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHR.I ST)
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U.S.A.
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

PHARMACY

I
I
II

I

·CALL TODAY I
THE REV. EDWARD T . CHURCH
DIRECTOR AND CAMPUS MINISTER
K-HOUSE
N. 9TH AND ELM
~
CHENEY, WA 99004
~)
(509) 235-2500

@

235-2732

I

CHENEY/MEDICAL LAKE
--TV CABLE-Cheney
235-5144

721 1st
Cheney

Medical Lake
624-7129

11

•Gifts
•Cosmetics
•Hallmark
Cards
•Russell Stover
Chocolates
•Photo
Finishing

235-8441
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Anti-damage fund set tip to stomp on breaks
By Robert M. Siler
Assoc. Editor
An increased awareness of
costs, along with student
demands for a. more home-like
environment in the residence
halls, has led to a new incentive
program to reduce vandalism .
"The costs were just getting out
of hand," said Fred McDowell,
assistant residential life coordinator. Although it's his impression that vandaliiJll rates are
dropping across the country, the
damage that does occur is getting
more expensive, he said.

Student leaders who worked to
set up the new program also mentioned a desire to make the dorms
a better place to live.
"When you move into the
residence halls it's a brand new
home/' said Lisa Rosenau, president of the resident hall council.
"The people inside should be interested in whether the environment is safe."
The incentive program makes
use of a new damage and theft
fund . At the beginning of each
quarter Residential Life will
allocate $3 per student to each
residence hall, McDowell said.
When something in damaged or
stolen, the residence hall director
or a special damage committee at
the hall investigates the incident.
If those responsible can be indentified, McDowell said, they will
be billed. Otherwise, repair or
replacement costs come out of the
new repair fund.
At the end of the quarter,
McDowell said, if any money is
left in the fund, it goes into the
residence hall's treasury and can
be used for maintenance and
equipment.
McDowell is hopeful that the
fund, because of its potential

benefit to residence halls, will give
students the incentive to come
forward with information about
damage or theft incidents.
"Our intent i.s that it will bring
about a peer relationship,''
McDowell said. "They will be the
ones watching what is going on.''
Rosenau agrees. "We hope to get
the people who care to think
about it" and not be afraid to
report incidents, she said.
Jack Nelson, vice president of
the Residential Hall Council, said
the vandalism that does occur
seems to be mostly caused by
freshmen and sophomores, not
out of maliciousness but rather
because of the immaturity of the
younger students.
•iJf we can cut this (vandalism)
down and educate people,''
Nelson said, "we can cut the costs
of living in the halls down" and
make the residence halls more
livable.
It will be hard to get people to
overcome the traditional reluctance to "snitch", Nelson said,
but "something needs to be
done", he said.
"I'd be embarrassed to have
my parents over some Saturdays," he said, because of the
mess caused by students.

Cliff
Winkleblack,
Maintenance Superintendent,
says he is glad to hear that the
program will be put into effect.
He is especially concerned about
damage that endangers students'
lives.
'• Broken elevator controls,
discharged fire extinguishers,
broken exit lights - these all
jeapordize the safety of the rest of
the students," Winkleblack said.

Also, repairing vandalism
damage takes away time workers
need to do other maintenance
work, Winkleblack said . "I'd like
to use these people for some productive jobs," he said.
Another factor makes it important for the new program to
work. In years past, Housing
would allocate part of its budget
to the maintenance department in
a lump sum. For that amount the
physical plant would handle all

maintenance and repair work,
even if actual costs exceed the
amount of money allocated.
This year, however,
if
maintenance and repair costs exceed the budget, Housing will
need to come up with the extra
money.
Last year's allocation was
about $170,000, McDowell said.
This year, because of a tight
budget, Housing only allocated
$88,000, McDowell said.
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Ice Cream
Social set
Ice cream and conversation
are the order of Jhe day next Monday, as President Frederickson
holds another Ice Cream Social
for new students.
The event's purpose is to acquaint the new students with the
president.
Beginning at 4:30 p.m. in the
president's backyard,
new
students can discuss both toppings and topics with Dr.
Frederickson in an informal atmosphere.
Organizers say last year's social
was successful and enjoyable for
those who attended. ·
The president's address is 627
D. Street, Cheney.

Poetry contest
looking for
new talent
In an effort to discover new
talent, the World of Poetry
newsletter is sponsoring a poetry
competition.
World of Poetry is awarding
200 prizes, totaling more than
$20,000, in the contest.
"We want to encourage new
poets, even those who have never
entered a poetry contest before,"
said contest director Joseph
Mellon. World of Poetry expects
the competition to produce some
"new discoveries," Mellon said.
A list of rules and prizes is
available from World of Poetry,
2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept. M,
Sacramento, Cal. 95817.

-FARMERS & MERCHANT~ BANK, CHeNEY HKAN(H, r'REStNTS TO
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CITY Of CHENEY & EWU STUDfNT~

CHENEY CENTENNIAL FINALE
SUNDAY, OCT. 2nd• HAGfLIN PARK• HOT AIR BAL LOON5•GAMl5• PRIZ~•AND MANY OTHfR EVENTS
CO-SPONSORED BY YOUR FRIENDLY MERC t 1Af1l~ Al1D 1 HE CHENEY CHAMBfR Cl:NTENNIAl COMMITTEf
FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK WILL ALSO GIVE A T-SHIRT AND F&M ID CARD WITH EACH NEW
CHECKING ACCOUNT OPENED THRU OCT. 30, 1983. OFFER GOOD WHILE SUPPLY LASTS.
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ough games yet to come
After three contests against Big Sky teams in 1982 and two so far in
'83, it's apparent Eastern Washington University can he competitive on
Big Sky gridirons.
Last year, as you may recall, Eastern lost two heart-breakers in the
closing moments to Weber State (24-20) and it slipped past Northern
Arizona in the L.J. Walkup Skydome in Flagstaff, Ariz., 14-7.
Even in its season-opening 33-14 loss to Boise State two weeks ago,
EWU played with the Broncos for the better part of three quarters
before turnovers decided the game. The Eagles led 14-13 at halftime.
And last Saturday at Joe Albi Stadium in Spokane, Eastern gave
Idaho State all it could handle before bowing 20-13 in the Eagles' home
opener.

Puyear

Mark
out

for

year;

Etc., etc., etc.
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What this should prove is Eastern can be competitive with those five
teams. Still to come in '83 after Saturday's battle with Weber State at
Woodward Field is an away game with NCAA Division I-AA national
runners-up Idaho in the 16,000-seat Kibbie Dome, and a confrontation
with Montana. which won the Big Skv conference title last year and
have
back- t o-back
5-2
conference
records.
If that doesn't seem like enough punishment, Eastern will take a
"break" from its rugged slate to host the Cal-State Long Beach 49ers, a
team that finished 5-1 in the newly formed Pacific Coast Athletic
Association last year and 6-5 overall. Long Beach, a Division I-A
school, has an enrollment of 32,000, some 24,000 more than EWU.
Eastern's lone breather, if one wants to call it that, is its homecoming
game against Montana Tech. The Orediggers hold a 2-1 series edge.
The Eagles won the last encounter 33-3 in 1980 at Woodward Field.
The Eagles close out their 1983 campaign on the road against
Portland State, a loser in its home opener against Oregon State 51-14.
Although Eastern knocked off the Vikings 36-0 last year. Portland
State
leads
the
series
7-3
and
will
be
a
season finale. EWU ·has defeated PSU just once in Portland in a 14-7
triumph in '72.
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By the Sports Staff
Despite what Eastern's
women's cross country coach
Deborah Tannehill terms a
"much improved team," she
realistically denies that her team
has a shot at grabbing the Mountain West Athletic Conference title this year.

I
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Imagine Eastern, with 50 available scholarships, competing against
the Big Sky schools, which receive 65 each. You might say 'its' Just a
difference of 15'. It's just a difference that could decide the ballgames
in the final stages: DEPTH.
·
So don't be surprised if EWU ends up below the happy median on
.500. And be surprised, in fact stunned, should the Eagles miraculously
post an above .500 record.
The Eages finished 7-3 in Zornes' first season at EWU. He said that
they won four games "we had no right winning."
So anything can happen. Let's hope the Eagles cave in some Big Sky
roofs and not their own.
MARK PUYEAR was lost for the season last Saturday. Sports Information Director Jim Price ·reports that Puyear reinjured his left shin,
the same shin that had been previously exposed to a stress fracture and
other injuries over his career.
IN BASEBALL news, Jeff Karr. EWU's All-Northern Division catcher. signed as a free agent with the New York Mets and was assigned
to Utica, N . Y ., of the Class A New York-Penn League. Karr is from
Englewood, Colo. More later.
SUSIE WOODWARD, a high-scoring guard from Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
signed a basketball scholarship agreement with Eastern. Woodwar
was the fifth-leading juniQr college scorer in the nation last season
averaging 24.2 points a game at Red Lake in Ina, Ill. The 5-footguard shot 55 .6 percent from the field.

~
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Eastern,
0-2
'
should finish at
.500, 5-5, by
season's end

LAST SATURDAY, Eastern's loss to Idaho State could prove to be
costly. Despite leading 10-7 at intermission, EWU could muster just a
field goal in the second half when Dave Marriott booted the secondlongest 3-pointer in Eastern history when his 53-yard boot climbed over
the crossbar.
The loss pushes EWU's record to 0-2 and the Eagles face the strong
possiblity of suffering their first losing season under Zornes, who
hasn't had a losing campaign in six years as a head coach.
Eastern should defeat Weber State Saturday, then lose to Idaho the
following Saturday at Moscow. EWU should knock off Northern
Arizona in Flagstaff and top Montana Tech in the homecoming game
raise its mark to 3-3. The following week Long Beach State visits
Eastern and should beat the Eagles at Joe Albi.
Eastern will split with the Montana schools, then stop homestanding
Portland State to finish 5-5 . So my pick is EWU will avoid a losing
season. However, injuries, or lack thereof, will be the telling factor.
First teams vs. first teams, EWU can match any Big Sky team
around. Zornes will tell anyone that. However, depth will be the in
dicator as the season progresses. Eastern will enter each Division I con
test behind - not on the scoreboard but in the scholarship department.
This is the season Zornes and Eastern's athletic brass have longe
for. It's also been a longtime coming for the president of this universi
ty, H. George Frederickson.

Or Use For ~ree Deliver:y
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The battle for the Mountain
WAC title will be waged between
Idaho, last year's runner-up in the
NCAA Division I-AA finals, and
the University of Montana and
Montana State University. The
fact that Idaho and the two Montana universities return several
thinclads may have something to

I
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do with Tannehill's prognostication.
Tannehill, though, is excited
about the progress of her team
and the upcoming campaign. She
returns seven lettermen from last
fall's contingent. Bobbi Annette,
Michelle Ballentine, Caroyln Darcy, Toni Federico, Dena Sale,
Jani SMith and Cheryl Yoke are
expected to shine. They will be
joined on the roster by Wendy
Bretzel, Gail Cromer, Cheryl
Flom, Michelle Legresley and
Megan MacDermott.
Despite some early-season injuries, the Eagles "are a stronger
team than in the past," said Tannehill.
'' After a week of training
camp, I expected them to be more
tired," Tannehill said of her
team's performance in the Pelluer
Invite last Saturday.
·
. I

Featuring Espree Cosmetic•
Ear Plerc;lng

11 AM to 11 PM Mora. • Thurs.
11 AM to 1 AM Fri. • Sat.
, '
12 PM to 11 PM Sunday

.Fashion fbrlour

CHENEY 122 College & 2nd
------- 235-8193, 824•4101----....;,;.._0el/verles..& Video Game

Hours: Mon.-Sat.

1,

Giant
Sidewalk Sale!
•• B It E Trophy••
N.1009 Washington
Spokane, WA
Mo•tl~ New Sporting Goode
•Hate •T-ehlrt• •Jacketa
•Athletic Bage, Etc.

September 24, 9 am-5 pm

328-3333
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Richardson a big EWU catch
By Colin Cowherd
Sports staff writer
Eastern Eagle wi~e receiver
Craig Richardson should find
himself in big trouble.
No, not academically. No
eligibility troubles either.
Just the kind of "trouble" that
will hopefully propel Coach Dick
Zornes' Eagles . to unlimited
heights.
You see, Craig ~ichardson is a
red-shirt freshman who has so far
defeated all other challengers at
the Eagle receiver position.
Though not unheard of, freshmen
rarely catch starting action. The
problem Richardson may face is
the pressure to improve as he progresses.
The soft-spoken, O'Dea High
School product foresees scnat
problems. "I just want to have
the best season I can possibly
have every year," he said. "If I
improve, inside I feel I've done
my best."
The Eagles, who have gone
primarily to the airways in 1983
campaign, should give Richardson a chance to show his top
form.
"We're throwing a lot," said
Richardson. "Right now we're
throwinP,. short passes, but deep
. ..
apsses :are my favonte.
Opposing defensive backs
would probably rather see
Richardson keep his 4.4 40-yard
dash speed in front of themselves ~
That_ speed e_ncouraged
son to double as a trackster in
high school, a sport which may
have been his best.

'' I got injured my senior year,••
he said, ''and Eastern was about
the only school which kept looking at me (in football)."
Now coaches help you a lot,"
he continued. "They tell yo1,1 how
far to run your patterns and
studd.
"J.J : (John Johnson, former
EWU receiver) also helps me
whenever I see him.
Tho..:,:.tJh Eastern has started
sluggi!.~lY - with two losses,
Richardson envisions a positive
fortune for Eagle football.
"We have a good, young
team" he said. " White (QB Stive)
passes pretty good and thee are a
lot of good young players, like
Big (Simmons) and ltob James."
The well-built underclassman
has established Cheney as his ·
home and likes the Eastern campus. '" It's a nice school;' he
replied. "Not too big or too
f
small."
It is by "o coincidence that
Craig's last name matches that of
Philadelphia 76er guard Clint
Richardson. "We're close," says
Richardson of his pro basketball
brother. ' ' A lot of people bring
his bame up.
"It probably helps to be named
.I
Richardson," he quipped. "I'd
rather be named Richardson than
.
,.~ ,,_ ..
Smith."
having Clint Richardson as kin
and possessing his natural pigskin EWU wide receiver Craig Richardson hauling in another pass against Idaho State, expects to see much actalen, Craig is on his way to a tion over the next four years. (Staff photo by Doreen Bienz)
sparkling Eagle career.
Whatever the last · name, the
Eastern Eagles are glad to have
him.

,...,,,

;

V-ballers shed losi~g , i mage
By Greg Lee
Sports Editor
The worst of times seem to be
behind Barb Moe and her Eagle
spikers.
Things couldn't · have gotten
much worse than they were in the
fall of '82. The Eagles finished 115 in the Mountain West Athletic
Conference's inaugural season
and 5-25 overall.
Tuesday night at Reese Court,
Eastern topped Whitworth 15-9,
15-5, 15- 11 to up its record to 126.
Ten letter winners return from
last year's nightmare and sweeter
dreams and visions encompass the
hopes of this year's team. A
possible post-season playoff berth
is just of the goals as the Eagles
prepare for their second tour of
the Mountain West Athletic Confernce. Eastern opens MWAC
play Sept. 29 on the road against
Boise State, then it wraps up its
conference-opening weekend in
Portland against Portland State,
the defending conference
titleholder.
Four senior, Hoity Weber, a 6foot middle blocker from Colfax,
Jan Zurflush, a 6-1 middle
blocker from Tacoma, Chris
Bourchier, a 5-3 outside setter
from Rossland, · British Columbia, and Lori Hansen, a S-8 setter
from Bothell head up what appears to be an experience group of
Eagles that may contend not only
for on~ of the confernece playoff
berths but for the title.
EWU has received heroic early
season play from Weber, the
team's captain two years running,

HESE:\H ( 'II P:\PEHS
14,789 to choose from - all subjectlf
Rush S2 for the current 308-page cata•
log. Custom research & thesis auletance aleo available.
ReNarcla, 11322 Idaho Ave., #208WA.
Los Angele& CA 9od25 (213) 4 77·8228.

sophomore Signy Novak, a 5-8
playset hitter from Penticton,
British Columbia, and Sara Ufford , a 5-8 sophomore playsetter
from Sierra Vista, Ariz., who
presently leads the Eagle's in hitting percentage.
Last weekend in Spokane,
EWU finished third in the Whitworth Invitational beating the
hosts 15-8, IS- 1 for third-place
honors. The Eagle were slowed by
injuries to Novak and Joyce
Miller, a 5-11 middle blocker
freshman from Hermosa Beach,
Calif.
One of the keys to EWU's early
success has been its ability to win
in all situations, Moe said.
"We're learning how to win in all

forms," she said, "when we're up
in a match and when we're down.
Last year we emphasized defense
and this year we're trying to
generate an offense.
"I think we have a potential
post-season team," Moe added.
'' From there we 'II see.''
For Eastern to knock off its opponents in the MW AC, it'll have
to jump on them early. "We are
an underdog, but if we can beat
Boise State in our first game that
might set the tone," she said.
"We can end up a winning team
this year. "
This weekend, EWU's spikers
will participate in the Moscow Invitational.
It's amazing what a dismal

407 1st - Cheney

WELCOME BACK
EWU SliUDENTS
Mondav -:- Monday Night Football
$2 Pitchers - 6-9
Taeedav • Ladies Night
60• Wine - 45• Schooners - 7-9
Wedneedav • "DIME NITE"
1o• Beers - Surprise Hour
Thandav • Pool Nite - 35• Champagne
Fridav • "The Cruisers" - Live Music
S0's & 60's Rock & Roll
Best Dressed S0's Outfits Win Bottle Champagne
Saturdav • $2 Cover
Sunday• Free Pool 45c Mug Club

season, and a year, can make.
Last year only three returned for
the Eagles while this year Moe
was greeted with 10.
" Considering where we were
coming from we kind of expected

fast year's reco rd, " M oe said. "It
was a nightmare. "
This year, however, Moe
should have nothing but pleasant
dreams.
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A pre·cious commit111ent ...
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and cherish forever...

beautiful wedding bands crafted in
14 Kt. gold to last a lifetime. Have
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set for
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By GREG LEE
Sports Editor
A loss Saturday against Weber
State could be disastrous for the
Eastern Eagles.
EWU would drop to 0-3 against
Big Sky competition and it would
be just a week from failing to 0-4
at the hands of Idaho and the Ken
Hobart passing express.

(Staff photo by Doreen Blenz)

Eagles Big Sky Bound?
Not with crowds like this. An
estimated 2,000 Eagle followers
turned out to Saturday's EasternIdaho State clash at Joe Albi
Stadium in Spokane, and surely
the attendance didn't impress attending Big Sky Commissioner
Ron Stephenson.
In fact, Saturday's turn out
should have had several EWU of-

ficials and administrators scurrying for cover out of embarrassment. But low attendance--a
· trademark of Eastern football the
. past two years--isn't the fault of
.administrators or promotional
people. On the contrary . EWU
1
does all it can to entice people to
'attend its football games,
however, the crowds just stay the

same--small.
Even all the media hype in the
world wouldn't change things.
Students choose not to attend
games because, well, just because .
It's apathy at its finest.
Why have home football games
at Joe Albi, a stadium which
holds 36,000 on a full day, when
2,000 bodies would make Wood-

Eastern's own Steve While,
who is well on his way toward
breaking EWU passing records,
will attempt to match aerials with
Hobart. The Vandal signal caller
broke two of former Portland
State and now NFL St. Louis Cardinal quarterback Neil Lomax'
NCAA passing records in Idaho's
season-opening rout of Southern
Colorado.

ward Stadium appear halfway
full. It holds 5,000.
This Saturday Washington
State University hosts NevadaLas Vegas at Joe Albi. The
stadium may or may not be full,
but the Cougars will still draw a
crowd. WSU is Spokane's university for sports, not Eastern, as the
Eagles' top brass would like to
think.

But the present task is Weber
State--winner last year in the closing seconds on Roger Ruzek's 40yard field goal. Despite leading
21-7 after two third-quarter
been with the university since touchdowns, the Eagles could
their inception in 1976, citing manage just three points in the
cooperation from the people as a closing quarter-and-a-half on a
primary reason.
Mike Wold 52-yard boot. Eastern
"I think it's just a super deal outplayed the Wildcats in every
for Eastern, having them here," facet of the game yet found a way
glowed Director of Auxiliary Ser- to lose.
vices at EWU, Don Manson.
Manson said that those of
Weber St. (2-0) is fresh on a
public relations represent the win over Northern Arizona last
greatest advantages for the school weekend (26-13), the lone Big Sky
in being in association with the school Eastern has had the
Hawks. Press coverage, especially pleasure of defeating (14-7) since
that from Seattle, which other- . a 14-13 win over Montana in a
wise would not exist, will (as in re- 1981 season finale.
cent summers past) bear the
EWU will have its hands full
scenery of Eastern, and people with Weber. If the Eagles thought
who would otherwise never think the air was filled with bombs in
to visit the campus will (also as in their first two Big Sky encounters,
recent summers past) now do so.
then the bombs Weber will drop
Manson reflected the Saturday will be a cluttered barwrods of Know, keeping in con- rage of missiles.
sideration his decision to stay:
••I want to work with people
Weber's football media guide
who produce. I don't wan't to features a U.S. Air Force F-16 on
work with people who don't pro- the cover surrounded by quarterduce."
back Tim Bernal and a trio of

EWU,Seahawks renew pact
at Louise Anderson Hall, meals, son Hall and paid the same promeeting
facilities,
playing portion for air conditioning in the
facilities and other common ser- meeting room use<l by the team,
vices during their summer train- in lower Patterson Hall.
The units furnished rooms in
ing tenure. The club pays for
everything it uses, assuring that Anderson Hall may be utilized by
Eastern subsidizes none of the ex- any resident year-round, use for
which must be paid by the resipenses.
In addition, the Hawks paid dent, including Seattle team
half the cost of installation of 36 members.
New Seahawk coach, Chuck
air conditioning untits in AnderKnox, formerly of the Buffalo
Bills and the Los Angeles Rams,
looked over what Eastern had to
offer his ballclub before committing himself to a deal. Although
concerned with the distance
between Cheney and Seattle - he
was sccustomed to closer training
grounds while with Buffalo Knox could find no better facility
to accomodate his needs than
EWU.
Knox and Seahawk coordinator, Rick Thompson, chose
to remain with Eastern, having
COMPLEn RESUME SERVICE!

By Gordon Wittenmyer
Sports staff writer
Amid mild EWU speculation
that the Seattle Seahawks might
seek a new training site under a
new head coach, recently the team
and the university reached terms
on a three year agreement.
The contract, which runs
through the summer of 1986, provides the Seahawks with housing
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•Management Exper,ence
•Food Service Exper,ence
•College Exper,ence
Domino·s Pizza. a company that offers a superior
product & service. is look•
ing for enthusiastic man-.
ager trainees
Domino·s Pizza is grow•
ing fast. & we grow from
within That means mana•
ger trainees quickly become managers. & store
managers soon become
interested in bigger things
like Domino's Pizza Iran•
chises & area distributorships
Applicants wishing to be
a part of our growing com,
pany must be at least 21
years of age. enjoy person•
al contact with the pub•
lie. possess the skills to do
paperwork. preferably have·
last food management experience while having tho
desire & stamina nee••·
sary to grow with our company. Domino's Piua.
We offer more than competitive earning,. an excel•
lent major medical & hOI·
pital plan. paid vacations
I other benefits.

Part or full time.
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days. Must be
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Insurance. Must
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weekends.
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running backs and wide receivers.
The cover headline reads: An •Air
Force' in the BIG SKY . .. Weber
State College Football prepares
for Take-Off in 1983. Somehow it
seems quite appropriate.
Eastern had better hope that its
defense can stifle the Wildcats'
offense and keep it from taking
off. Even if \Veber State does go
for a flight, Eastern can at least
attempt to force a crash landing.
''They are just like all of
them," Zornes said of Weber, as
he referred to Big Sky teams in
general. "They're all about the
same; not many weaknesses,
physical, and they look strong.
"They (Weber) have a good
quarterback and a good running
back," Zornes added. "They

look quite a bit better than last
year."
That isn't good news for
.. Eastern as it tires to expand on its,
17-3 home record, a mark
established since Zornes became
head coach in 1979. The last
season EWU dropped three tames
in a row was 1980.
Uet'ensively, EWU must stop
Weber tailback Dennis Rogan,
who rushed for 61 yards and one
touchdown last week while catching nine passes for 90 yards.
Offensively I the Eagles must, take
some pressure off White, who
tossed 43 passes against Idaho
State last Saturday completina 22
1for 252 yards and one TD. The
runnina aame fumbled to 51
, lyards on 32 rushes •. Jeff Haack
led with~ on 16 carnes.
.

I
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Men ready
Outdoors
with Steve
By Steve Hayes
Sports Correspondent
The third week of September
has got to be the worst possible
time for school to start. There are
just too many more demanding
things that need to be done·at this
time of the year.
With grouse, bear and archery
seasons in full swing, and the
general hunting season less than a
month away; books, notes, exams
and everything else not pertaining
to hunting seem unimportant.
Unless, of course, you've got fall
trout fishing on your mind.
The grouse season opened up
state-wide on September 1 and
black bear seasons began on the
seventh of September in eastern
Washington. Several bow areas
opened for deer hunting on Sept.
IO including two either-sex areas
in the Blue Mountains and one
south of Cheney. A buck-only
season also opened on the 10th in
the Sullivan area.
Game Department officials
have checked few bowhunters,
with deer and grouse populations
off this year. Bear hunters,
however, have not done too bad,

by hunting berry patches at higher
elevations. ~ut the snow of the
past week might make access a bit
more challenging if it stays cold.
The general buck season has
been shortened to 16 days this
year, so rifle hunters will have to
make the most of their pre-season
scouting. Deer populations are
high and a bit of tracking snow
around Oct. IS (opening day)
would surely make many hunters
happy.
Chuckar and Hungarian partridge seasons open Saturday at
noon on this side of the state. The
rest of the upland birds, including
pheasants, are legal Oct. 1S at
noon.
It's still not too late to scout
around farms and request permission to hunt. Farmers are often
enthusiastic about such requests
especially if you offer to help
them around the farm for a couple a days before the season
opens. It's a small price to pay for
quality hunting.
· Duck and goose seasons also
open at noon on Oct . 15. Now is
when duck boats should be getting another coat of paint and the

EWU
calendar
Today
Women's Volleyball al Idaho ·
Classic, Moscow, Idaho, All Day.
Friday
Women's Volleyball at Idaho
Classic, Moscow, Htaho, All' Day.
Saturday
Pre-game Champagne Brunch at 11
a.m. in Willow Springs Station,
Cheney. Everyone is invited. $6.25
adults; $4.SO children.
Football
EWU hosts Weber State in the
Eagles Woodward Field home opener.
Halftime will see a drawing for 14 free
hot air balloon rides, while an interform spirit contest takes place. Afterwards, a Fifth Quarter celebration will
be held at Willow Springs Station,
Cheney.
Cross Country
Men's team at Whitman Invitational, Walla Walla, WA. II a.m.
Women's team at Montana Invitational, Missoula, MT.
Volleyball
Women's Volleyball will conclude
competition in the Idaho Classic,
Moscow, Idaho, All Day.

decoys new anchor lines.
Retrievers should be taken out
once or twice before opening day.
Not only to refresh their
memories but also to let them
knwo that it won't be long until
they'll be swimming through icy
waters to please their masters.
Elk seasons will be a little difference this year in the Blue
Mountains with the applicantion
of a statified season structure.
Huntes, like in the ·Yakima area,
had to choose between an early
bull-only tag or take the chance
and apply for a late season eithersex tag. If not chosen for the
either-sex hunt, the late tag
holders can still take a bull in teh
remainder of the season. This
season structure will hopefully
reduce the heavy hunting pressure
the Blues are notorious for.
Most of the trout lakes, particularly the ones near Cheney,
are still open and producing fish.
• West Medical, which closes Sept.
30, has yielded many limits to
anglers in the past few weeks.
Even though it would be more
convenient for school to start at
some other time, there's not much
we can do about it.

1983 EASTERN WA~HINGTON UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL STATISTICS

EWU
14 at Boise State (16,823)
13 Idaho State (2,000)
Web~r State
·
at Idaho
at Northern Arizona
Montana Tech
Cal State Long Beach
Montana State
Montana
Portland State
EWU
OPPONENTS

OPP
33
20

0

24

J

10

10

0 --- 27

17

16 --- 53

TOTAL FIRST DOWNS
First Downs •Rushlng
First Downs Passing
First Downs Penalties
RUSHING ATTEMPTS
Yards Gained
Yards Lost
Net Yards Gained
Average Per GIM
Touchdowns
PASSING ATTEMPTS
Passes C011pleted
Percentage
Yards Gained
Average Per Gille
Passes Had Intercepted
Touchdowns
PLAYS FROM SCRIMMAGE
Net Yards Gained
Avera9' Per GAverage Per Play
TOTAL TOUCHDOWNS
Extra Pol nts
Field Goals
Punt Returns/Yards
Kickoff Returns/Yards
Interceptions/Yards
Punts/Yards
Blkd/Avg
FUllblts/Lost
Penalties/Yards
Third Down Conver sions
Tlae of Poneslon
PUNTING

EWU
32

15
16

I

16
4

78
249

69
266

102
147

73:5
I

7P
188

94.0
3

215.0

71
37
•521
397
198.5

4
2

2
2

162
577

585

85
47

.553
430.

288.5

3.6
3
3/3

2/2
3/13
3/63
2/46

12/474
0/39.5
8/4
18/176

15/37
1.02:JS

no yds
12 474

Knowlton

OPP
31
·11

140

292.5
4.2
5
5/5
617
6/39

5/97
4/88
12/490
0/40.8
212
14/133
8/26
58:25

1vg lg
39,5 SJ•

RUSHING
Haack
Knl ffen
K. Baker
Givens
Redden
Knowlton
White

tcb yg
36 134
19 68
5 24
2
6

avg td lg
3.5 I 19
3. 3 0 8
4.8 0 13
3.0 0 4
2 0
2 2. 0 0 2
0 17 -17 -17.0 0 -17
15 73 -58 -3.6 0 6

l

1
16

PASSING

pa

White

85

yl nyg
7 127
5 63
0 24
0
6

The casuaJtaes are numerous
and the Eagles lost their top barrier because of used-up eligibility,
yet Eastern returns seven lettermen off of last year's NCAA
Division II national champion, ship team.
Monte Wright, v: ho finished
16th overall at the nati~nals last
year, would have been a senior
this year but opted for marriage
and decided aginst returning. The
wedding bells also tolled during
the summer for Steve Pybus,
Eastern's two-time cross country
All-American. The Summerland,
British Columbia~ native will run
unattached for Coach Jerry Martin this fall, but he has one spring
of track and field eligibility remaining.
Greg Meyer, a top performer
last season along with Pybus and
Wright, will redshirt this season
due to a knee injury he would
rather not aggravate. "It's not
real serious," Martin reports. It
won't require surgery and the
Vancouver, Wash., product
should be ready for spring track.
Now that the bad news has been
sifted through, time for some
good news. Led by Mark Hoitink,
a sophomore from Kennewick,
Ed Dotter, a senior, Darryl
Genest, a sophomore, Brian
Legresley, a junior, Brian Oster, a
sophomore, ·and Bob Yates, a
junior, all from Spokane, EWU
will field a competitive team.
Unable to defent its NCAA
Division II crown, Eastern will
begin competition on the Division
I level this year as EWU moves in-

to full-time upper division participation.
It's just another challenge for
his team, Martin says. The men
open fall action Saturday when
Eastern field three teams in the
Whitman Invitational in Walla
Walla.
"We've got a good nucleus,"
Martin said, "we're just a shade
young. We have a real talented
group. By mid-October we'll start
running well.
"We have good expectations,"
Martin added. "We're not as experienced as a year ago.''
Martin says there are mixed
emotions among his group of barriers about the University's move
to Division I. "Some of the kids,
average to good in high school,
don't want to compete on the
Division I level," he said. "They
feel its almost impossible to be
competitive against schools with a
lot of money and foreign runners.
"Some are looking forward to
the challenge. We won 65 and lost
just six and those losses were to
Montana, the Oregon universities
and Colorado. A lot of those kids
have compete against Division I. I
like the challenge, but I was happy in Division II. I thought w
were developed at that level," h
says.
Instead of scheduling recruitin
trips to Seattle and Tacoma, Martin is probably booking flights to
Kenya and New Zealand.
Depth will be a strong point,
Martin says. But his team will be
young.

pc .pct. yds int td lg
47 .553 430 4 2 42

RECEIVING
Huck ·
Jacobson
Rlth1rdson
Knl ffen

11

83
84

9

8
6
4
J

avg td lg
5. 9 0 12
9.2

0

10.5

0
I

l
1

47 7.8
33 8.3
13 4.3
51 25.5
34 17.0
10 10. 0
10 10.0

td xpl

xp2

Vea

Givens
Bradbury

2

Poffenroth
K. Biker
ls11cson

SCORING
Marriott
K. Biker
Huck
Kniffen

yg
65·

pc

2

3x3

0
1

19
38

21

18
10
42

0
0 22
1 10
0 10

fg pts
2x2

9

6
6

6

KICKOFF RETURNS
Rtch1rdson
Floyd

no

PUNT RETURNS
Puyear
Ka her

no yds

2
1

yds avg lg
46 23.0 35
17 17.0 17

1
2

INTERCEPTION RETURNS
Friese
Pll)'ear

8

5

no

avg

lg

8. 0
2.5

B
4

yds lg

1

25

25

1

21

21

RESTAURANT &

Present This Ad &

HAVE A FREE GAME ON US!

••••••••••••••••••
Monday Thru Friday Before 6 PM
I.Im it One Per Student • Expires 10 / 31 / 83

How's This For A Private
Dorm Or Group Party:

2 Hours Of Bowling (8 Lanes)
Free Pool (2 Tables) For.Only
$100! Groups Of 40 Or
Less Recommended
Also C.~t-Rates For Beer & Wine
When Lanes Are Available
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS (235-8278)·

809 1st - Cheney

Intra-Mural Leagues This Quarter:
Mon. 9:15 PM• Starts Oct. 3
Thurs. 9:15 PM • Starts Sept~ 29

Meet Your Friends a.t the Wit.low
Late at Night
Be Our Guest

Be Ot!Jr Guest

2FOR 1

2FOR1
Engineer's Cheaaaburger
113 pound burger with lettuce, tomato, pickles and
smothered with your favorite chNH with French fries

3.05

Go~ throur,h 9/30/83

Be Our Guest

2FOR 1
Belgium Waffles
.,

1.95

Good through 9/30/83

Bowl 8 Week• • S3.50 Per Week
4 On A Team· Can Be All Gals, All Guys Or Mixed
Lots Of Trophies • Be An Intra-Mural Champion!

Overland Exprau
Turkey, Ham, Swiss & American chNse on thick sliced
French bread with a slice of pineapple
Good throur,h 9l30l83

3.35

Be Ol!.lr Guest

2FOR 1
Bculass Breast of Chicken
Served with rice, sautffd mushrooms and onion, salad bar
and dinner bread
Good throu h W30IB3

7.95

For Sign-Ups Call 359-2308 or 231-8278
ur ame Room eatures:
• Videos • Flipper• • Pooftables
• Beer • Wine • Snacks • Color TV
In Our "Thunder Room"

CHENEY BOWL
HOME OF EWU INTRA-MURAL BOW~ING
1706 2nd St.
235-6278

"A GREAT PLA.CE TO TAKE A BREAK"

,: '
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Lisa Moon
Staff Writer
" Endangered Spe ·ie " i the
e, hibition title f a prin t ui1e
· reated by And Warhol currently o n di spla y in the Higher Educatio n enter Ga llery.
The serie of ten print was
de ·igned to draw a11ention to the
threatened a nimals by making
them into pop images . Warhol
ha focused on species presently
in jeopardy: the Bald Eagle,
Siberian Tiger, Black Rhinoceros,
Giant Panda, Bighorn Ram,
Orangutan , African Elephant,
and several others.
"The reputation of Warhol will
bring recognition and stature to
the Eastern permanent collection," stated Gallery Director
Richard Twedt. "I see this series
as an extension of his portrait
work in the '70s . He has been applauded for his ability to capture
a pose indicative of the subject's
personality and psychological
make-up."
Warhol created the seriographs
from photographs taken by Natio nal Geographic photographer
Peter Beard. Research editors
Frayda Feldman and Sean
Elwood distilled a few thousand
photos down to approximately 50
for final considerat ion . The
photos were blown up to 38" by
38'' inch squares, from which
drawings were made. The images
were then burned onto the silk

Nine differ.enc colors of enamel
v ere u ed to enhance and produce
an animated quality makes the
ubj cts appear life-like. Some of
1he prints required as many as
J ,350 hand-manipulated pattern
change .
In the ' 60s, Warhol gained national recogniti on as the "Prince
of Pop. " His paintings of such inanimate objects as Campbell's
Soup cans, Brillo boxes and Coke
bottles made bold impressions
with graphic tangibility .
Throughout the past twenty
years he has produced numerous
series of silk screens dealing with
various issues of social commentary: in 1980-81, "Ten Jews of the
20th century" and in 1982-82,
"Folk Hero Legends of the U.S."
The current series, "Endangered
Species," marks the artist's first
use of animal subjects.
The decision to purchase the
ten prints in June was made by
Gordon Martinsen, vice president
of Extended Programs .
Twedt commented, "I don't
know of any other university or
college with a Warhol collection
like this. It is rather unique
because of its rarity. Mos! of
Warhol's works are held hy
private collectors and museums."
"Endangered Species" will be
shown until Oct. 28. Gallery
hours are 8 a.m. to 9 p.m Monday
through Thursday and 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

opens

Contemporary

l[
~
l.\

~

~
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Christian
Worship
Sundays at

Emmanuel Lutheran
Church
639 Elm St.
Fellowship, Coffee, &
Donuts at 10:30
Worship at 11:30
Choir Practice Wednesdays 7:30
Bible Study Thursdays 7:00
Everyone Welcome!

October 5, 8 PM
PUB-MPR

$2Stadents
$3General
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His lack of ;>lacement· this year
does not exemplify Hochkeppel's
true saxophone abilities. In 1977
he won the premier National Saxophone at an early age simply
because there was a saxophone
available to hime free of charge,
but as he became more, involved
in the instrument he found it to be
the "most expressive and have the
most possibilities of any in._trument. "

By Sandy Krause

Staff Wriler
To be an accomplished musician requires years of dedicated
practice. To compete in the
Geneva International D'Execution Musicale require:; even more.
The musician must stand out
among his fellow artists. He must
be prepared to compete with the
best in the world.
William Hochkeppel, director
of bands at Eastern, knew this
and prepared 21/2 months for his
big day this summer. Unfortunately, for all his preparation
he was allowed only 12 minutes
before the judges when his moment came.

Hochkeppel also sees the value
of other instruments as is evident
in his direction of all of the
Eastern bands .
While Hochkeppel had his difficulties in both preparation and
performance in Europe, things
aren't exactly easy in Cheney
either . The direction of the
Eastern bands is not a simple matter. There is the marching band,
the basketball band, concert
bands and two jazz bands under
his direction. Right now his major
headache seems to be recruitment
for these many bands .

Tonight at 8 p.m. Hochkeppel
will share with an audience in the
Music Recital Hall his entire program, including the pieces written
specifically for that competition.
He will be accompanied by Dr.
James Edmonds, also a member
of the Eastern faculty . Hochkeppel calls Edmond s, "the finest
man I have ever played with."
He was able to draw on Ed- '
monds' expertise while he was in
Europe . The two met in Europe,
a nd spent the next two weeks in
intensive preparation for a competiti on that Hochkeppel compares 10 the Olympics.

Back To School
SAVINGS!

. - - - - Students-- ----,
Your Current EWU or CHS I.D. Card
Is Worth A 10% Discount On
Any Art or School Supplies

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
•••
•••
•••

•

••
••
!
•
!
•
••
!

Even so, an American was
given the highest award possible,
and six of the eight advancing to
the second round were American .
Although Hochkeppel did not advance in the competition this
year, he felt that the competition •
:
was " very worthwhile."

RESTAURANT

:
------------------------.•
October 1, 1983

AND

LOUNGE

BUS TRIP

EWU vs. Idaho

•Brunch 12 PM to 2 PM
• Round Trip Bus
Departs Willow Springs 2:30
• Pregame Event
•Game Ticket 7 PM
Per Person
•Return at Midnight
• Mixers & Refreshments on Bus

$27

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

'-----SPECIALS--~
Gallery Posters Closeout

s 1 2s

200 Ct. Notebook Paper·

s 1 49

Write Brothers Pen ·

s 1 49

Re.gular $2.98 • $3.98 ..... Now

College Rule - Regular $2.39 .... Now
10-Pack • Regular $1.98 . . . . . Now

..

4/gge
: 100 Ct. Spiral Notebook
s 11 g
•
Regular $2.09 . . . Now
Pee Chee Folders

Regular 39c Each ..

~

•••
•••
••
••
•••
•••
•
!

Limited Tickets Available At The
: Willow Springs - 235-4420 For Reservations :
,
I

To Hochkeppel , music should
always be enjoyable to perform as
well as to listen to . Therefore, a
great deal of his time is spent trying to help those members of the
band that are not comfotable with
their background , and/ or instruments. He feel s that bands
and music are for all people.
Anyone wishing to join any of his
bands, regardless of his skill level,
is urged to call him at his campus
number 359-2446. Because "all
bands are for a ll students."
The satisfaction of competing
with the world's best musicians is
something Hochkeppel. Hi s experience as a musici an is a vailable
to all students interested in playing, whether before judges in
Swi tzerland o r before fo otball
fans in Cheney .

10016 BIUSB

The Concours in Geneva
brought together 80 saxophonists
from 10 nation s for a competition
in classical saxophone music, a
style that is not usually associated
with the saxophone. All of the.·
co ntestant s mu st be under the age William Hochkepple..
of 30, and the saxophone is just
one of the many instrumems in
the competition . This specific •
•
contest occurs only once every 13
years, and there aren't many
returning musicians.
Hochkeppel says the trammg
for musical competitions like thi s
closely parallels that of the Olympics. "The Europeans spend their •
entire lives training for compeli- •
•
1ion s such as the C oncours,''
•
Hochkoppel said . "It is rare and •
impractical for an American to ••
train in that way, and so it seems !
that the Americans would be at a •
di sadvantage. "

The marching band will perform at the Kingdome, not to
mention the four home football
games that are coming up . He
says that the department is " fran tically" searching for musicians
of all levels and for people to be
in the colorguard .

............................•................
•

Pick Up A Fall Craft Class Schedule
Or Call For More Information On
•Wheat Weaving •Fabric Frames •Fall Flower Design
• Dough Art •Tole Painting • Candy Demonstrating
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8 AM-6 PM• Sun. 8 AM -1 PM

..

~ ~

*! FallSchedule
of Glasses at SHOWIE'S *
Otr. SHOWALTER'S HALL TAVERN t
*
*
*
l:
*

Daily G.U.R.~Happy Hour
4:30

ti 6:30

$2.00 Pitchers
50¢ Glasses .
75¢ Bottles & Cans

....,__

CHENEY MEDICAL CENTER
URGENT CARE CLINIC

404 First, Cheney - 235-4701

. .•...-"' :--: :-: :..;__,: ~7 "'"_... :--..--:--: . . ~........__.._..._....::;;-: =: ===..,--:;:.•..-...~-=.-...-:

-:r~i..:;.i :')•.y
: ~ ....

•

."'

•
' . ·; ("'
•~ , L.
·:·1 llf""

:·

Thursday. Peanut Time• Free Peanuts !

....,..

ALL THURSDAY
Live Music: Dan Lavin - NO COVER
=-· :v ..-;,*Friday. F.A.C. •_Friday_ Afternoon Club· 3 to 7
)t
Live Music Friday Night - $1 Cover

Monday Thru Friday · 8 AM · 9 PM
Saturday & Sunday · 9 AM · 9 PM·

.t

)t

**
lt

......_ Saturday . soc Beers Owners Choice

l:

•••

This clinic is designed for the care of acute medical problems & in~-.
juries for pa~ients who do not have a primary physician or whose physician is not available to take immediate care of them. Charges will be
comparable with those of similar facilities in the Spokane area.
Cheney Medical Center is a privately owned & operated clinic receiving no institutional or governmental subsidies. Every attempt is made
to keep our expenses low & therefore to keep charges to patients as reasonable as possible.
Patients will be seen on a clinic basis, no appointment is necessary.
Payment is expected at the time of service which helps us to reduce
overall costs by avoiding additional collection costs.

Of Can or Bottle For soc

....,.. Sunday • Day of Rest
Monday - Monday Night Football

*
*)t

......_

*
*
*~

Happy Hour Prices During Game
Tuesday - Shirt or Hat N~ght 4~• Glasses - 9-11
While Wearing Any Show1es Shirt or Hat

*

)t

....,__

......_
.-ir-

*

.-ir-

FREE Shirts, While They Last!
Tuesd~y, Se~t. 27, 1983 - 9-11 PM
__,, -~
Great Sandwiches Bar Snacks
s ai :,1.:, ER~'>) '~
•Hot Dogs •Videos •Pool Tables ,
t;;Jl!iil_J...,Z.: I '--

*-------couPON •------ ./ -> .

>t

l:

25e Glass of Beer/ .

*
"!

- '- .:

with the purchase of any regula~

; __P..'.:i!:~.!!~!~!!~~~~~~-:.:.

--""r"llf'""

.
·y ' '

}

--*

....
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PUB.

Extras

frompagel

There i
current!
o er
$300.000 earmarked f r the PUB
c . pansion proje t . Plan for that
money are till in the speculation
tage . Some belie e the mo ney
should be used to remo del the
PU B in it. present form while
ther s would like the money to
stay where it is until an expansion
project can be brought within the
budget.
While ASEWU is holding off
o n a recommendation on the
red uction in dor m rates until they
had sufficient time to study the
matter . The admini s tration ,
meanwhile, will be making that
recommendation to the bo ard .
U nder the new dorm rates, fees
would be $62 less for winter
q uarter residents and those
residents who also lived in the
dorms during the fall quarter
wou ld have their rates reduced
a nother $62 .
Rocking Horse Restaurant &
Saloon, E. 112 1st, (2 bl oc ks east
of Division o n 1s t and Cowley).
ow taking app lications for experienced cocktail server , part
ti me night s, experienced food
wait persons, both part time
lunch and part ti me dinner posi tions available. Accepting applications Tuesday through F riday, 2-5 p.m .
Need furniture? Twin beds,
la mps , couch, mi c. items - Call
23 5-6278 or 23 5-4572.

.,

hris Sublett, an as itanct prof e sor of art at Eastern, is the
featured artist at the Cheney
Cowles Memorial Museum Fine
Arts Gallery .

" Humanitie and the Stars ,"
E WU' s uniqu e planetarium
eries, has been awarded a
$ 11 3,000 grant for research, production, and distribution of four
new program s.
The programs, which started
atEWU in 1981 under the superviion of Planetarium Director
Eileen Starr, are slide and tape
shows integrating the concepts of
astronomy into the mythology of
various cultures.
The new series of programs is
scheduled for national distributio n to state humanities commisions, after first being tested at
both EWU's Planetarium and at
Whitman College in Walla Walla.

Earn $500 or more each school
year . Flexible hours . Monthly
payment for placing posters on
campus. Bo nus ba ed on result .
Prizes awa rded as well. 800-5260883 .

Sublett's exhibition , entitled,
"Five Counties: Photographs by
Chris Sublett" will be on display
untilOct.16, 1983 .
The exhibit specifically defines
the counties of Adams, Grant,
Lincoln, Spokane and Whitman .
Sublett is not only known as a
fine photographer but is also a
well known sculpture and
metalsmith . He thinks of himself
more as an artist working the
medium of photography than a s a
photographer.

Earn extra money . Become an independent dealer selling ingenious
a rt poster s. Send $2.50 for
ca ta log and information to Castle
Arts, P .0. Box 587 A, Altamont,
NY 12009 .

$24 1. 20 weekly checks . National
compa ny. S ta rt immediat ely.
Yo ur weekly paycheck mailed
every Friday for the work you
have done that week . No experience. A ll ages. Paychecks fully guaran teed. Complete details,
pay scale, an application form
sent o n request. Write to : J .L. .
Box 273 , St. J o hn , WA 99171.

At the last session o f the state
Legislature, a bill was passed
making $450,000 available for
loans during the years I9~3-1985
for students studying to become
teachers
in
Washington .
$150,000 of that money will be
available this year, and Eastern
will receive $23,000 of that allotment. Students may borrow up to
$2,500 per academic year and an
additional amount over the summer . The total amount any student may borrow is $10,000.
For more information, call Bill
Katz, dean of the School of
Human Learning and Development, in Hargraves Hall rm. 128,
359-2328.

Single fathers who have informal
or legal joint or sole custody
needed for research study sponsored by Washington State
University. Children must be 1218 years. Call Single Parent
Research Project , 326-7270.
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Cheney

Start Saving For A Free Pizza Today!

Save 12 Baking Instructions & Receive
A Free 12" Pepperoni Pizza Free

Check With Us For Prices & Quality
Open Daily Fri. - Sat. - 11 AM - 9 PM
Sunday - Thursday. 3 PM - 9 PM

For Your Convenience Phone Ahead 235-5114

SAME GREAT PIZZA
JUST A NEW NAME

25 Words or Less
$2.00

-------------------------Back To School Special!
,
10% OFF
ON ALL PIZZAS

Deadline Monday 9:00 a.m.
Payment Due When Ad is Subn1itted
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi
For Information Call 359-7930
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Mon. through Sat . 11 a.m.-10 p.m .
Sunday -- "Resting"
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BAC·K TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

50" OFF WITH COUPON
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Choose From Any Of '1(~~~'111 Deluxe Burger.s
Or A Special Sandwich Listed B~low

THE oouaLE wHAMMY
OR THE SWOMBOLI

fGOO~Fo-;-50;-o;;;;;;~;G;;1
I

J /2 PRICE
II' 1TH COVPON ••
·

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME

1204 1st

235-6126

I

I OR ONE OF OUR HOUSE SPECIALS
THE DOIJBLE WHAMMY OR THE I
I
STROMBOLI
I.
I
GOODTILLSEPTEMBER28, 1983
I
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PLEASE PRESENT WHEN ORDERING
.LIMIT 1 BURGER OR 1 SPECIAL SANDWICH
PER COUPON
Coupon Value 1120of t Cent
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omm uting tudents will have
a chance to meet EWU President
H . George Frederickson at the annual Brown Bag Lunch,
Thursday, Sept. 29. The luncheon
will be held in the Commuter
Lounge at the PUB from 11 a.m.
to noon.

Health

from page 1

The money was taken from an
already tight Student Services
budget, and the University began
to re-evaluate the schooPs health
care needs.
Both Cheney Medical
Associates and INA Healthplan
submitted bids for a new contract, and the administration and
students discussed a mandatory
student health fee. Eastern also
considered going to a voluntary
health insurance program. In the
end that proposal won out.
"We gave a lot of thought to
the fact that, if you lived in the
dorms or on campus, the student
health center was fine, but it
didn't address the needs of commuter students," said Richard
Flamer, provost for student services at Eastern.
Both the Cheney Medical
Associates and INA Healthplan
bids included provisions to provide medical care in Spokane, but
the deciding factor to go to a
voluntary plan was the survey indicating 70 percent of Eastern 's
students had some form of health
insurance coverage.
Rather than impose fees o n
s tudent s already covered , he supported the idea of a vo luntary insurance program. "Mandatory
insurance is j ust no t fair (in this
case)," F lame r said.
Eas tern is spo nsoring a program underwritt e n by I h e
Keystone company o f Texas .
Keystone a lso offered health insurance al Eastern la t yea r .
About 200 student s parti cipated
last year, before free hea lth care
was ended, student service officials said .
The University sent o ut 12,000
lett ers thi s s umm er t e llin g
members of the Eastern com munity about the change in health
ca re , Flamer said.
The Keystone plan premiums
are $51 a quarter for one student.
St udents can get their dependents
insurced for twice or three times
that rate, depending on the
number of dependents. The plan
does offer a reduced rate if the
student buys premiums for the
whole year at once.
Students needing health care at
the Cheney Medical Center will be
asked to make a payment at the
time of treatment. Center officials said. If a student is covered
by the Keystone plan, Medical
Services, or Blue Cross. the
Center will bill the insurance companies directly if the necessary information is given by the student.
In most cases. however, .a small
deductible will still need to be
paid.
Center officials emphasized
that they will not turn away patients with acute medical
emergencies. It is necessary for
them to req4ire payment at the
time of treatment, though, to
keep cost to patients as low as
possible, they said.
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Drr Clean Jeans 2 • S 1
The Old Prospector Sure Knew His BHns
But He Never Wore Dri, Cle■n-4 JHns

I""':":"." Jeans Look Better And
rtasrLonger II They Are Dry Cleaned )

Bring Your Jean• To:
-llffvCl.-■en

1708 First St., Cheney
Phone: 231-8249
Coupon R. .1llred • I Pa Customer ..J
._ ____________
Expire• 9128183

